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Foreword

The mission of the Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency (MIGA) is to promote foreign
direct investment (FDI) into developing
countries to support economic growth, reduce
poverty, and improve people’s lives. As part
of this mandate, the agency seeks to foster a
better understanding of investor perceptions
of political risk as they relate to FDI, as well
as the role of the political risk insurance (PRI)
industry in mitigating these risks.

The global economic and financial crisis has severely
curtailed economic growth and international private
capital flows, prompting unprecedented government
interventions. Although developing countries have not
been spared, past economic and policy reforms, growing
domestic markets and emergency financial assistance have
helped them weather the storm.
In the current context of high uncertainty and relative
retreat of the private sector, this report seeks to examine
the evolution of political risk perceptions. Understanding
how investors perceive and deal with these perils will
contribute to mapping out the role of political risk
insurance in the emerging post-crisis investment
landscape, and how it can contribute to a revival of FDI.
With scarcer private capital and only a handful of countries
absorbing the majority of investment flows to emerging
markets, encouraging private capital to the world’s
poorest economies remains a critical focus for the World
Bank Group.
The report focuses on how the current global financial
crisis has impacted the outlook of the investment community and the insurance industry regarding investments
in developing countries. For this purpose, MIGA commissioned independent agencies to conduct several
corporate surveys. More specifically, the report examines:
(i) overall trends in FDI and political risk perceptions; (ii)
corporate views on foreign investment and the political
risk environment in emerging markets; and (iii) the ability
of the PRI industry to respond to an emerging post-crisis
investment landscape. Given the changing shape of the
world economy and MIGA’s mandate, the report pays
particular attention to the growing role of South-based
investors and PRI providers in promoting global crossborder investment flows.

Izumi Kobayashi
Executive Vice President
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ATI

African Trade Insurance Agency

BIT

Bilateral investment treaty

BRIC

Brazil, the Russian Federation, India and China

BU

Berne Union

CDS

Credit default swaps

CIS

Commonwealth of Independent States

ECA

Export credit agency

ECGC

Export Credit Guarantee Corporation

EIU

Economist Intelligence Unit

FDI

Foreign direct investment

GDP

Gross domestic product

ICIEC

Islamic Corporation for the Insurance of Investment and Export Credit

ICSID

International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes

IMF

International Monetary Fund

M&As

Mergers and acquisitions

MIGA

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency

MNE

Multinational enterprise

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OPIC

Overseas Private Investment Corporation

PRI

Political risk insurance

T&C

Currency transfer and convertibility

VCC

Vale Columbia Center on Sustainable International Investment
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Executive Summary

Political risk is a top concern for corporate foreign investors
—from industrialized but also developing countries—when
venturing into emerging markets. At the same time, these
investors maintain a positive outlook on economic and
business prospects in the developing world, which is
expected to attract a growing share of global foreign direct
investment (FDI) as the world economy slowly recovers.
Positive business sentiment over emerging markets amid
concerns over political perils point to a sustained need to

mitigate these perils. This, added to the rise of South-based
investors, offers opportunities and challenges for the
political risk insurance (PRI) industry. In the current context
of high uncertainty, understanding how investors perceive
and deal with political risks helps to map out the role of PRI
in the emerging post-crisis investment landscape.
This report focuses on FDI and PRI for long-term
investment, and only covers political risk in developing

Major constraints on foreign investment in emerging markets
Percent of respondents
Increased government intervention
Limited market opportunities
Infrastructure capacity
Access to qualified staff
Corruption
Access to financing
Macroeconomic instability
Political risk
0
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This year
Next three years
In your opinion, which of the following factors will pose the greatest constraint on investments by your company in
emerging markets this year and over the next three years?
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.
Note: Percentages add up to more than 100 percent due to multiple selections.
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countries. Although political risk also affects other forms
of private capital flows, these are beyond the scope of this
publication.
The main findings of the report are summarized as follows:
While political risks top foreign investors’ concerns,
the global economic and financial crisis has not fundamentally altered FDI prospects for emerging markets.
Political risk remains one of the main obstacles to foreign
investment in emerging markets and is likely to continue
being so over the medium term. Corporate investors
surveyed for this report rank political risk amongst their
top three concerns when investing in developing countries
more often than any other consideration, including macroeconomic stability and access to financing. The survey
suggests that the prominence of political risk relative to
other concerns will increase over the next three years, as
constraints related to the global financial and economic
crisis gradually ease.
Booming economies, abundant liquidity, shrinking
financial spreads, flattening risk premiums and a hunt
for higher returns encouraged a relatively high tolerance
for risk over the past few years. Yet some political risks
were already deteriorating before the economic crisis
hit. Contract renegotiations in extractive industries and
a resurgence of “resource nationalism” in some places
heightened concerns over expropriation and breach of
contract, even though the nature of expropriation risk
has evolved from the outright nationalizations prevalent
in the 1970s to regulatory takings. Decentralization has
introduced sub-sovereign entities as a source of risk, in
particular for infrastructure projects whose viability relies
on these entities being able to meet their contractual
and financial obligations. Controls on access to foreign
exchange have receded and financial markets have been
liberalized over the past two decades, but some concerns
over the ability to convert and transfer currency in times
of crisis, such as the current one, persist, particularly
in fixed exchange regimes. High-profile terrorist attacks
around the world, as well as piracy and separatist, ethnic
or religious tensions in some countries, have highlighted
that the risk of political violence is still prevalent. At the
same time, the shift of global FDI towards emerging
markets, perceived to be riskier than industrialized ones,
may have contributed to the salience of political risks,
with investors expanding their investment horizons to
unfamiliar business destinations.
These trends are likely to persist over the medium
term. As the world economy recovers, some form of
resource nationalism may endure in certain countries.
Opportunities for private investment in infrastructure and
the extractive industries, with their long term horizons,
large scale, and reliance on central or local government
licenses or guarantees will continue to carry concerns
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over breach of contract, expropriation and related political
risks. Some forms of political violence, such as terrorism
and civil unrest, are not expected to ease in the short or
medium term. And the continued globalization of capital
flows still carries the potential to destabilize exchange
rates regimes and local financial markets, providing temptations for some governments to restrict these flows in
times of crisis.
The recent economic and financial turbulence does not
appear to have altered political risk perceptions across
the board, but rather exacerbated concerns over specific
perils and destinations for a minority of investors. A
majority of the investors surveyed for this report do not
believe the downturn itself resulted in higher political
risks in their main investment destinations; 35 percent,
however, thought otherwise. Specific political risks directly
related to the fallout of the crisis have emerged in the
most vulnerable destinations. Concerns that governments
may be tempted to impose transfer and convertibility
restrictions have emerged in countries where the financial

Investors’ views on foreign
investment plans
Percent of respondents
100

80

60

40

20

0
This year

Next three years

Increase
Unchanged
Decrease
Do you expect your planned investments abroad to
change this year compared with last year, and over the
next three years compared with the previous three years?
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.

crisis has severely undermined liquidity and put pressure
on the local currency. With unemployment on the rise,
declining remittances and pressure on social programs
due to shrinking government revenues, the risk of civil
unrest is more pronounced in some countries. Budgetary
pressures have also raised concerns about the ability
of governments and state-owned entities to fulfill their
contractual obligations and honor sovereign guarantees.
Better policy regulatory environments, stimulus packages,
and international assistance, however, have somewhat
cushioned the impact of the downturn, and these risks
have so far either not materialized, or have had a limited
impact. In addition, they are expected ease as the
economy slowly recovers.
Although the global financial crisis and economic
downturn have severely curtailed economic growth and
FDI, global foreign investment flows are expected to start
recovering in 2010. Longer-term trends that sustained
the rise of FDI to record levels until 2008—including
the corporate search of new markets, resources and
assets, intensified competition, the development of
global supply chains, liberalized investment regimes
and lucrative investment opportunities—are expected
to sustain foreign investment once the global economy
recovers from the recent shock. The investor survey
conducted for this report confirms that, despite the
severity of the global crisis, foreign investment intentions
are robust over the medium term; if signs of economic
recovery were to stall or reverse, however, or constraints
on project finance to persist, these FDI intentions may
struggle to materialize in full.
The developing world remains an attractive destination
for FDI. Although emerging markets have not been
spared from the effects of the crisis, they have on average
fared better than the industrialized world in terms of
both economic growth and FDI inflows. Whereas the
economies of industrialized countries are projected to
contract by 3.2 percent in 2009, developing countries’
GDP is expected to still grow by 1.2 percent. Emerging
markets are expected to keep capturing and generating
an increasing share of global FDI going forward, a trend
that predates the crisis. The surveys conducted for this
report confirm that investors’ outlook on emerging
markets remains bullish; investment intentions that
emerge from these surveys, however, remain heavily
focused on the handful of countries—particularly Brazil,
the Russian Federation, India and China (BRICs)—that
have absorbed the bulk of FDI into developing economies
over the past few years. Added to the continued rise of
investors based in emerging markets, this underscores
an economic shift towards the emerging world, whose
weight in the global economy is expected to continue
growing.

Interest in PRI
Percent of respondents
40 Yes
32 No
27 Don’t know

Moving forward, do you expect your company to consider
political risk insurance for its investments abroad?

Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.

Concerns over political risks, combined with sustained
FDI into emerging markets over the medium term,
suggest a growing need for political risk mitigation and
opportunities for the PRI industry.
The continued prominence of political risk concerns and
the growing interest in emerging markets as investment
destinations underpin interest in risk mitigation going
forward. Historically, political risk insurance has covered
only a small share of FDI, as most investments into
emerging markets have been uninsured. Yet only 6
percent of investors surveyed for this report said they
did not mitigate political risks at all; but those who did
manage these risks appear to rely primarily on their
own risk management capacity—even though a sizable
minority judges that capacity as poor—and on informal
mitigation mechanisms, such as engaging with local
governments or local partners. Insurance, on the other
hand, appears to be a niche product: 14 percent of
surveyed investors contracted PRI, but almost twice as
many did so when venturing into markets considered
the riskiest. However, 40 percent of the respondents also
indicated they would consider using insurance for future
investments.
This places the PRI industry in a position to expand
its reach and support the expected rebound of FDI to
the developing world. The industry has grown from a
minimal presence 20 years ago to a well-established
market today, generating annual premiums of about
$1 billion. The sector is now mature and resilient, shaped
by numerous shocks, such as the Argentine peso crisis
and the September 11 attacks, in the past two decades.
Its exposure is diversified across a number of well-capitalized and informed carriers, underwriting standards and
processes have been strengthened, and reinsurance has
grown exponentially.
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So far, the PRI industry has weathered the global
downturn relatively well: most private and public
members of the Berne Union have reported robust
financial results, in spite of a decline in new business in
the first half of 2009; the downturn has so far not resulted
in the expected level of claims; and overall market capacity
for political risk cover appears to have held steady.

Although prospects for FDI are optimistic, banks are likely
to remain cautious, at least in the near term, potentially
constraining investments relying on project finance. This
could affect demand for PRI in conflicting ways when it
comes to these types of projects: a lower volume of operations on the one hand, but a higher willingness to obtain
PRI for projects that do go ahead.

The financial crisis has resulted in higher selectivity and
stricter underwriting conditions in some segments of the
private insurance market though, and capacity has been
reduced for some countries. The multilateral and national
insurers, however, are better able to maintain capacity,
prices and tenors in times of crisis, and are therefore well
placed to fill potential gaps that may arise in the private
market. This highlights public insurers’ role in stabilizing the PRI market in uncertain times. Continued cooperation between public and private insurers—through
coinsurance, reinsurance and information sharing—will
be important to support the expected recovery in FDI.
The industry as a whole is well able to respond to an
increase in demand for risk mitigation that may arise from
investors deciding to insure existing projects, as well
as from the revival in new investments expected from
2010 onwards.

The emergence of South-based investors is increasingly
shaping the global FDI environment and presents
regional growth opportunities, but also challenges, for
the PRI industry.

Net FDI outflows
from developing countries
2000-2008
$ billion

South-based investors, particularly from the BRICs,
have been a growing source of investment to emerging
markets, and this trend is expected to continue over the
medium term. Between 2003 and 2008, FDI outflows
from developing countries increased more than eight fold,
reaching an estimated $198 billion in 2008, 73 percent of
which came from BRIC countries. With their economies
having so far weathered the crisis better than industrialized ones, the South-based investors surveyed for this
report appeared bullish in their investment plans.
These emerging investors are also concerned about
political risks: the surveys conducted for this report show

Share of South-based
investment insurance providers
in new business*
$ billion
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Source: World Bank 2009, and latest revised estimates.
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2006

2007

North-based
South-based

BRIC
Other developing countries

2005

8.4%

6.5%

Berne Union members only.

Source: Berne Union 2009.

9.1%

2008

that, as with North-based investors, political risk is ranked
first amongst concerns when investing in emerging
markets, both today and over the medium term. As they
venture from familiar regions, South-based investors
appear to be increasingly more preoccupied with political
perils relative to other concerns.
Most South-based respondents use some form of risk
mitigation but, when they do, favor informal methods
such as engaging with local governments and setting up
joint ventures, rather than PRI. Yet over half the survey
respondents—in particular those from China and India—
indicated they would consider political risk insurance for
future investments.
The growing weight of South-based investors in global
FDI offers opportunities and challenges for the PRI
industry. Insurers are reaching out to this fast-growing
market segment. The private PRI market has been
developing a growing presence outside of London,
New York and Bermuda to capture the rising demand
for investment insurance from South-based investors;
Singapore, for example, is emerging as a regional
insurance hub. The changing landscape of global FDI is
also shaping the industry, as some PRI providers originating from emerging markets are fast expanding their
investment cover. South-based export-credit agencies
such as Sinosure have increased their investment
insurance portfolios manifold, and relatively new regional
insurers such as the African Trade Insurance Agency
(ATI) have also experienced tremendous growth in the

past few years. New products specifically tailored to local
needs—such as Shariah-compliant insurance, have been
developed. The share of South-based insurers in Berne
Union members’ new business expanded from 2.5 percent
in 2005 to over 9.1 percent in 2008. But the market still
needs to improve investor awareness of PRI and become
more proactive in promoting its services and adapting its
offerings to the needs of South-based investors.
FDI recovery, the growing interest in emerging markets
as investment destinations and concerns over political
risks are expected to support a further expansion of
the PRI industry. But while it will most likely continue
growing in absolute terms, PRI is likely to remain a niche
product providing cover for a small share of FDI and
project finance debt to emerging markets, in part because
insurable risks are a subset of the total spectrum of
political risks which concern investors. History suggests
that PRI is of particular interest in the immediate
aftermath of financial and economic crises, and following high-profile claims, when certain political risks are
exposed.
Although PRI is not a key determinant of FDI flows to
developing countries, it can nonetheless play a key role in
supporting the changing dynamics of global investment,
in facilitating large and complex projects in sectors that
have high development impact and are government priorities, and in promoting investments into underserved
markets, such as poorer countries and conflict-afflicted
environments.
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CHAPTER ONE
World Investment Trends:
outlook and Corporate Perspectives

Overview
Until the recent economic downturn, private capital
flows, especially FDI,1 had surged to record levels in both
developed and emerging markets. The financial crisis
dented investment plans everywhere, pressing the brakes
on global growth. Although developing countries have not
been spared from the effects of the crisis, they have on
average fared better than the industrialized world in terms
of both economic growth and FDI inflows. In addition,
trends that sustained the expansion of FDI before the
downturn, such as the growing consumer markets, internationalization of supply chains and intensified competition, as well as increasingly open investment regimes,
capital markets and business environments, are expected
to underpin a revival of foreign investment.
FDI flows—projected to rebound in 2010—are expected
to further swing towards emerging markets over time.
This trend, also sustained by the rise of investors based
in emerging markets, reflects an economic shift towards
the emerging world, whose global weight is expected to
continue growing both as a destination, but also as a
source, of FDI.
Despite the severity of the crisis, corporate investors2 have
maintained a positive outlook on business prospects in
emerging markets, according to a set of surveys of multinational enterprises (MNEs) carried out for this report.
Investment intentions, however, remain heavily concentrated in the handful of countries that have absorbed the
bulk of FDI into emerging markets over the past few years.

The Global Economy on the Way to
Recovery
Well into its deepest global financial crisis of the post-war
era, the world economy is entering a phase of economic
recovery and financial market stabilization. Following
extraordinary policy responses, financial market conditions are signaling much improved investor confidence
and the return of risk appetite for emerging market assets.
Since March 2009, liquidity conditions in global interbank
markets have eased considerably, credit risk premiums
have narrowed, and equity markets have staged a tentative revival. The pace of credit rating deterioration has
slowed nearly to a halt in the emerging market sovereign
class. According to Standard & Poor’s, no emerging
market sovereign has defaulted in the past six months,
and one sovereign emerged from default.3
Led by the strong rebound in industrial production in Asia,
the global economy appears to be moving to positive
growth territory in the second half of 2009, although the
recovery is expected to be much subdued. Global GDP is
forecast to increase by a modest 2.6 percent in 2010 and
3.2 percent by 2011 (table 1.1), as banking sector consolidation, negative wealth effects, and risk aversion continue
to weigh on demand throughout the forecast period.4 In
developing countries, growth rates are expected to be
higher, at 5.1 percent and 5.6 percent, respectively, in 2010
and 2011. Given the output losses already absorbed, and
because GDP is expected to reach its potential growth
rate only by 2011, the output gap (the difference between
actual GDP and its potential) and unemployment are
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expected to remain high, and recession-like conditions
will continue to prevail. In addition, risks that the recovery
may stall or reverse, especially as stimulus measures
begin to unwind, could translate into a more pessimistic
ecomonic scenario.
The policy agenda for placing the global financial markets
on a stable footing and fostering a durable economic
recovery remains challenging. Over the past two years,
the world has seen how a negative feedback loop between
financial instability and the real economy can unfold in a
dramatic slump in world industrial production, trade and
output. The intensification of the financial crisis in5 the fall
of 2008 dramatically brought home this scenario.
The World Bank estimates that the global economy
contracted by 2.2 percent in 2009 (table 1.1). Global
industrial production shrank by 13 percent in 2009 (year
to year latest), and fixed investment by 9.8 percent.
Unemployment has soared, and consumer confidence
plummeted to all-time lows at the height of the crisis,
while international trade contracted. Commodity prices

(including internationally traded food commodities) also
suffered, slumping by 36 percent between their peak in
mid-2008 and April 2009, but have rebounded since
then. Oil prices were also down by more than 70 percent
in December 2008 from their peak in mid-2008, but
have also recovered since then. Only consumer savings
increased, as households cut back or delayed large expenditures in the face of rising uncertainty and negative
wealth effects from falling equity and housing prices.
Developing countries, on average, have fared better than
the industrialized world (table 1.1). They have overall
managed to avoid sliding into a recession, and the World
Bank estimates developing economies to have grown by
1.2 percent in 2009. Even excluding China and India, the
economic contraction of 2.2 percent is less severe than
the recession experienced in high-income countries.
Developing countries have been hit unevenly, however.
Europe and Central Asia— heavily dependent on trade
and investments from the European Union— was the
hardest hit by the abrupt reversal of capital flows and

Table 1.1 The Global Economic Outlook, 2007-2011
Percentage change from previous year
Real GDP growth a

2007

World

2008

2009e

2010f

2011f

3.8

1.7

-2.2

2.6

3.2

High income

2.6

0.5

-3.2

1.7

2.3

Developing countries

7.6

5.7

1.2

5.1

5.6

10.1

8.0

6.7

8.2

8.2

Europe and Central Asia

7.1

4.3

-6.1

1.9

3.0

Latin America and Caribbean

5.5

3.9

-2.5

3.0

3.6

Middle East and North Africa

5.3

5.8

3.0

3.4

4.1

South Asia

8.5

5.7

5.3

6.4

6.6

Sub-Saharan Africa

6.5

4.9

0.7

3.8

4.9

Excluding transition countries

7.6

5.7

2.5

5.6

6.0

Excluding China and India

6.1

4.4

-2.2

3.0

3.9

East Asia and Pacific

Memorandum items
Developing countries

Source: World Bank 2009, and latest revised estimates.
a
GDP in 2005 constant dollars; 2005 prices and market exchange rates.
e
Estimate
f
Forecast									
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weaker demand for exports. Latin America and the
Caribbean has also suffered from the withdrawal of
foreign funds, tumbling equity markets and plummeting
exchange rates, but has weathered the crisis armed with
stronger fiscal, currency and financial fundamentals than
in the past. Other developing regions have managed to
avoid recession altogether, even though their economic
growth has slowed. With little direct exposure to the
sources of financial crisis, but still affected through its
integration with industrialized countries via trade and
capital flows, the East Asia and Pacific region fared
relatively well, as did South Asia. Although less directly
affected by the crisis, growth in the Middle East and
North Africa region slowed as local equity and property
markets came under intense pressures, while
Sub-Saharan Africa suffered from the decline in
commodity prices.

The global financial and economic crisis has severely
dented the surge of private capital flows to developing
countries—including FDI—observed over the past decade
(annex 1). Given its long-term nature, FDI has been more
resilient than other forms of private capital inflows, and is
expected to remain the main source of private capital to
developing countries.6 As the world economy strengthens,
FDI flows are expected to rebound, with emerging
markets capturing a growing share of global FDI.

Private capital and FDI into developing countries

As the global economy begins to recover in 2010, growth
in developing economies is again forecast to outpace
high-income countries’. East Asia and Pacific is expected
to grow the fastest, followed by South Asia, and SubSaharan Africa. The biggest turnaround is expected to take
place in those developing regions whose economies have
suffered the most, namely, Europe and Central Asia, as
well as Latin America and the Caribbean.

Net private capital flows to developing countries—FDI,
portfolio equity, and debt—grew rapidly from 2003 until
the first half of 2008, peaking at $1.2 trillion in 2007
(table 1.2). FDI accounted for the lion’s share of net
private capital flows to developing countries during this
decade (figure 1.1 and annex 2).
The increase in FDI to developing countries up until 2007
mirrored global trends in FDI flows (figure 1.2), surging
on the back of strong global macroeconomic performance,
high corporate profits, financial liquidity and lower credit

Table 1.2 Net private capital inflows to developing countries, 2001-2008
$ billion

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008e

Net private and official inflows

224.2

162.4

258.6

370.7

498.7

668.3

1157.7

727.3

Net private inflows

197.3

156.8

269.1

396.5

569.7

739.2

1157.5

706.9

Net equity inflows

172.3

161.5

181

254.7

347.2

462.7

658.6

599

Net FDI inflows

166

152.5

155.5

216

279.1

358.4

520

583

Net portfolio equity inflows

6.3

9

25.5

38.7

68.1

104.3

138.6

15.7

51.9

0.9

77.6

116

151.5

205.6

499.1

128.3

Official creditors

26.9

5.6

-10.5

-25.8

-71

-70.9

0.2

20.4

Private creditors

25

-4.7

88.1

141.8

222.5

276.5

498.9

107.9

Net debt flows

Source: World Bank 2009.
e
Estimate
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spreads, booming stock markets and, more recently, rising
commodity prices.
Besides riding on global FDI trends, developing countries
have also become more attractive investment destinations, given their growing weight on the global stage,
investment opportunities, improved macroeconomic fundamentals, increased openness to foreign investment and
improving overall business environment. Over the 1990s,
on average, the emerging world absorbed a quarter of
global FDI flows (compared with 12 percent in the second
half of the 1980s); that share increased to 29 percent
during 2000–2009, and reached a record 45 percent in
2009 (figure 1.2). Other projections even expect that, for
the first time, the emerging world will absorb more than
half of global FDI in 2009.7

The geographical distribution of FDI flows to the
developing world, however, is uneven. Four countries—
the BRICs—have together absorbed 46 percent of FDI
flows into all emerging markets during 2000–2008, and
51 percent in 2008 alone. This concentration mirrors the
economic weight of these countries in the developing
world, and they are expected to remain the focus of
foreign investment flows to emerging markets going
forward.
By sector, the distribution of FDI to developing countries
is also uneven, mirroring global trends. The service sector
accounts for just over two thirds of the stock of FDI in
emerging markets (mostly in financial services), while the
manufacturing and primary sectors account for a quarter
and 6 percent, respectively.8

Figure 1.1 Net private capital inflows to developing
regions, 2005-2008
$ billion
500

400

300

200

100

0
2005 2006 2007 2008

East Asia
and the Pacific

2005 2006 2007 2008

Europe and
Central Asia

2005 2006 2007 2008

Latin America
and Caribbean

Net private inflows
Net FDI inflows
Source: World Bank 2009 (see also annex 2).
Note: 2008 figures based on staff estimates.
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Sub-Saharan
Africa

($53.5 billion), the Russian Federation ($52.6 billion),
Brazil ($20.5 billion), and India ($17.7 billion) (box 1.1).
On a smaller scale, other developing countries have also
emerged as significant foreign investors: for example,
South Africa’s outward FDI totaled $10.5 billion in 2006
and 2007, before turning negative in 2008 with a net
divestment of $3.5 billion.

Developing countries as a source of FDI
Over the past few years, MNEs headquartered in
emerging markets have established themselves as significant overseas investors, expanding in both industrialized and other developing countries. The share of
developing countries in global FDI outflows increased
from 1.4 percent in 2000 to 10.8 percent in 2008. Starting
from a low base, the growth of outward FDI from the
developing world began to accelerate in 2003 in tandem
with global FDI flows. Between 2003 and 2008, FDI
outflows from developing countries increased more than
eight fold, reaching an estimated $198 billion in 2008
(figure 1.3). As is the case with inward FDI, outward
FDI from emerging markets is also sourced from a few
countries, the BRICs, which together accounted for 64
percent of emerging market outflows during 2000-2008
(figure 1.3), and 73 percent in 2008 alone. In 2008 FDI
outflows from the developing world were led by China

Investors from emerging markets often have a shorter
history of investing abroad than those from industrialized
countries, and their investments tend to be concentrated in countries in the same region, often in those
with close cultural links. Yet a growing number of these
emerging MNEs are venturing further afield in search
of new markets and resources. India’s FDI stock into
emerging markets, for example, used to be concentrated
in Asia, which accounted for a 75 percent share in the
mid 1990s. By 2007, Asia’s dominant position had eroded
to just 39 percent, as Indian MNEs ventured into Africa

Figure 1.2 Global net FDI inflows, 1986-2009
Percent
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Source: World Bank 2009, and latest revised estimates (see also annex 1).
Note: 2008 figures based on staff estimates. 2009 figures based on forecasts.
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(which accounted for 34 percent), Eastern Europe and
the Commonwealth of Independent States (14 percent)
and Latin America (13 percent). In China’s case, Asia
(including Hong Kong SAR, China) was the largest destination of its cumulative FDI outflows, accounting for
80 percent of the total in 2003—although a portion of
Chinese FDI into Hong Kong SAR, China was invested
back into China. By 2007 that share had declined to 67
percent, while Africa’s share rose from 1.4 percent in 2003
to 4 percent in 2007.9 Brazil’s FDI stock in emerging
markets is concentrated in Latin America, with Argentina

and Uruguay accounting for over half the total.10 Recently,
however, its largest extractive MNEs have been investing
in Africa.11
The growth of FDI from developing countries has been
propelled by several factors.12 First, developing countries
are accounting for a growing share of the world GDP—
from 17 percent in 1990 to 23 percent in 2007—and are
consistently outpacing the industrialized world in terms of
growth. Companies based there, having honed their

Box 1.1 Recent trends in FDI from the BRICs
The BRICs saw their combined outward FDI flows skyrocket from $29.6 billion in 2005 to $144.3 billion in 2008
(figure 1.3). In 2008, the BRICs together accounted for 73
percent of emerging market FDI outflows.
FDI from the BRICs received a major boost from the
adoption in the early part of this decade of China’s “go
global” policy, aimed at inducing domestic enterprises to
invest globally. China’s FDI is concentrated in the services
sector (70 percent),* followed by mining/oil (13 percent)
and manufacturing (8 percent). Chinese FDI is carried out
mostly by state-owned enterprises, which enables them to
overcome financial constraints when investing abroad.
Indian outward FDI is also a relatively recent phenomenon, having increased from negligible levels in
the middle of this decade to nearly $18 billion in 2008.
Carried out mostly by publicly listed private-sector firms,
Indian FDI is distributed across a range of sectors, such
as steel and pharmaceuticals, information technology and
business services. One notable exception is the energy
sector, in which most Indian FDI has been carried out by
the state-owned Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd., the
largest multinational in India (ranked according to size of
foreign assets), through its subsidiary ONGC Videsh Ltd.
Brazilian FDI increased from low levels in the middle
of this decade to $21 billion in 2008. About half of the

largest Brazilian MNEs focus on Latin America, where
Brazil is the top investor in several countries. By sector,
Brazil’s FDI position is concentrated in financial services,
followed by manufacturing of industrial products. Its
largest MNEs, however, are concentrated in the natural
resource sector. Most of Brazil’s MNEs are private
companies.
The Russian Federation has been viewing outward FDI
more favorably in recent years. Russian FDI abroad
more than quadrupled between 2005 and 2008, with the
largest MNEs concentrated in metals and oil and gas.
The majority of these companies are privately owned, but
a number of them (e.g. Gazprom) are controlled by the
state. Most FDI goes to countries in the same region,
especially the Commonwealth of Independent States.
When investing abroad, Russian MNEs seek to access
foreign markets, natural resources and new technologies
and knowhow. Russian oil and gas companies seek to
engage in downstream integration via the establishment
or acquisition of processing, storage and distribution
facilities.

*		This includes investments channeled through tax havens.
Sources:	Davies (2009); Athreye Suma and Sandeep Kapur (2009); Indian School of Business and Vale Columbia Center on
Sustainable International Investment (2009); Fundação Dom Cabral (FDC) and Vale Columbia Center on Sustainable
International Investment (2007); Deloitte (2008); Moscow School of Management Skolkovo and Vale Columbia Center on
Sustainable International Investment (2008); Skolkovo Institute for Emerging Market Studies (2009).
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Figure 1.3 Net FDI outflows
from developing countries
2000-2008
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Source: World Bank 2009, and latest revised estimates.

competitiveness in their home markets and through
international trade, are seeking to reach new markets and
resources through FDI. In many developing countries,
companies have reached a “take off” stage, a critical
mass in terms of size, with enough resources to become
global players.13 Increasingly relaxed regulations on
outward investment and removal of foreign exchange
controls, as well as general encouragement by their own
governments,14 have facilitated the process of investing
overseas.
The impact of the crisis on FDI
The financial crisis has severely curtailed private capital
flows to developing countries, reversing the upward
trends observed over the past few years. Yet FDI flows to
emerging markets are proving resilient, and rebounds are
anticipated in 2010.
Net private capital inflows to developing countries contracted by almost 40 percent by the end of 2008 to $707
billion (4.4 percent of developing-country GDP), (table
1.2). All developing regions, except the Middle East and

North Africa, faced declines (figure 1.1), but emerging
markets in Europe and Central Asia suffered the most
from the financial crisis, accounting for 50 percent of the
decline in capital flows to all developing countries. Net
portfolio equity flows plummeted by 90 percent, while
private debt flows contracted by 76 percent. The situation
worsened in 2009 with another decline of net private
capital flows to developing countries, projected to sink to
$363 billion.
FDI has been more resilient than other forms of private
capital, however. Despite the reduction in global FDI flows
(box 1.2), foreign direct investment into the developing
world continued to increase in 2008 (table 1.2). An additional $63 billion of FDI flowed into emerging markets
in that year, equivalent to 3.5 percent of their combined
GDP. The largest increase was registered in South Asia
(with FDI flows to India rising by more than 50 percent),
followed by Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa.
Nearly all developing regions received record levels of
FDI inflows in 2008. The high commodity prices that
persisted through at least the first half of that year continued to support investment in resource-rich developing
countries, such as Brazil, Chile, Indonesia and Peru
(annex 2).
FDI flows to emerging markets started slowing during
the second half of 2008. In the first quarter of 2009,
cross-border M&A in the developing world (mostly
by developed-country MNEs) declined to $16 billion,
compared with more than $30 billion in the previous two
years. (FDI through cross-border M&As typically accounts
for about 30 percent of all FDI flows into developing
countries15). In 2009, tight credit conditions, weak global
demand and low profitability owing to the recession
are certain to limit the ability and willingness of MNEs
to expand in the developing world. The World Bank
projects FDI flows into developing countries to decline
by 34 percent to $385 billion in 2009. Yet, FDI flows to
developing countries remained more resilient than flows
into industrialized countries in 2009 (where the World
Bank estimates FDI inflows shrank by 50 percent).
The financial crisis also put a break on the growth in FDI
flows from emerging markets. Estimates show that FDI
outflows from developing countries increased in 2008
(figure 1.3), but are expected to decline in 2009. In Brazil,
FDI outflows declined by 87 percent during the first five
months of 2009.16 In India, FDI outflows contracted by
14 percent in the first half of 200917, compared with the
corresponding period in 2008. The OECD forecasts M&A
spending—an early indicator of trends in FDI—by Brazil,
China, India, Indonesia, the Russian Federation and South
Africa to decline by over 80 percent to $21 billion in 2009
(down from $120 billion in 2008).18
Like their developed country counterparts, many MNEs
from emerging markets faced financial difficulties during
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Box 1.2 Impact of the Crisis on
Global FDI

the crisis. Prior to the financial crisis, a growing number
of MNEs based in developing countries enjoyed access to
international debt markets for the financing they needed
to invest overseas.19 The credit crunch, liquidity constraints, declining profitably and general economic uncertainty all affected their ability to finance new investments
abroad through that route. Moreover, the global recession
and commodity price decline from last year’s all-time
high curtailed revenues and profits. The decline in FDI
outflows from developing countries, however, may
well be relatively less severe than in the outflows from
developed countries, as emerging MNEs may turn to
domestic financial markets, generally better shielded
from the impact of the crisis than international ones, to
raise capital. Even before the crisis, China’s state-owned
MNEs were relying on state-owned domestic banks rather
than foreign financial markets to finance their investment
projects overseas, and will continue doing so.

The financial crisis had a profound impact on FDI,
with global flows declining by about 19 percent to
just over $1.5 trillion in 2008, according to the World
Bank. FDI to industrialized countries, which account
for the bulk of global FDI, shrank to $927 billion from
$1.3 trillion in 2007. Underscoring those trends was
a fall in cross-border mergers and acquisitions, the
value of which decreased sharply in 2008 and fell
by 35 percent in the first half of 2009. MNEs also
accelerated their repatriation of profits, opting against
reinvestment, which would have counted towards the
overall FDI figures. Divestment also accelerated, as
troubled financial institutions raised capital by selling
their overseas assets, usually to local companies.

Outlook for foreign direct investment
In spite of the severe impact of the crisis on FDI in 2009,
the picture emerging for 2010 is cautiously optimistic,
with global FDI expected to start recovering in line with
the global economy.20 The World Bank projects FDI flows
to developing countries to bounce back, reaching $440
billion in 2010—below the record levels registered in 2007
and 2008, but higher than the 2006 FDI inflows.

The decline in global FDI flows took place via several
channels. First, tighter credit affected the ability of
MNEs to finance their projects abroad. Second, the
economic recession hit corporate earnings, and
hence their ability to finance expansions through
reinvesting their own profits declined. Third, the
recession led many MNEs to reduce or postpone
their global expansion plans, and even divest from
existing operations. FDI in certain sectors, such
as financial services, the automotive industry, construction, building materials, intermediate goods and
some consumer goods, have been amongst the most
affected by the crisis.

The picture for FDI flows from developing countries is
also optimistic, as MNEs based in emerging markets are
expected to continue to shape the growth and pattern
of global FDI in the future. China, despite the crisis, is
renewing its efforts to encourage outward FDI as part of
its “going global” strategy by relaxing foreign exchange
restrictions, allowing domestic companies to borrow at
home in foreign currency from a variety of sources, and
easing regulatory procedures for outward investment.21
Historically, FDI flows have contracted during downturns,
but these reductions tend to be short lived. Longer-term
trends in FDI are shaped by corporate strategies that
emphasize establishing a presence in a range of countries
to serve local markets, integrating supply chains located
in different countries, accessing natural resources,
knowhow and skills, and brand acquisition. Combined
with the continued openness to FDI and the dismantling
of business obstacles, all of these factors point to a continued upward trend in FDI flows in the longer term.

Global FDI flows are expected to further contract in
2009. The World Bank estimates FDI flows worldwide
to drop to $850 billion, with inflows to developed
countries declining again to $466 billion. This is
corroborated by other forecasts: UNCTAD projects
global flows to shrink by as much as 47 percent in
2009, and OECD forecasts FDI flows into its 30
members (mostly industrialized countries) to decline
to around $500 billion in 2009 from over $1 trillion
in 2008.

Corporate Perspectives on Foreign
Direct Investment

Sources: World Bank 2009; UNCTAD 2009d; OECD press
release, June 24, 2009.
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During the second quarter of 2009 MIGA commissioned
a set of surveys of executives from MNEs to gauge

MIGA

their views on future investments in emerging markets;
how political risks feature amongst the concerns and
factors that constrain their investment plans; and the
mechanisms used to mitigate political risk concerns
(annexes 3 and 4 for details on these surveys). A survey
of global investors was undertaken by the Economist
Intelligence Unit on behalf of MIGA (the MIGA-EIU
Political Risk Survey 2009, hereinafter referred to as the
global survey). Another survey of investors based in BRIC
countries was undertaken by the Vale Columbia Center
on Sustainable International Investment along the same
lines (the MIGA-VCC Political Risk Survey in the BRICs,
hereinafter the BRIC survey). The following section
summarizes the views of respondents with regards to
cross-border investment plans in the short and medium
terms. Investors’ views on political risk are summarized
in chapter 2.
Foreign Direct Investment Plans
As discussed above, the global financial crisis resulted in
a decline in FDI into emerging markets in 2009. However,
this decline appears to be more related to the tightening
of financial markets—which has made funding scarcer
and more expensive—than to investors’ reassessment of
the long-term business rationale for investing in emerging
markets.
The global survey suggests that investors have maintained
a positive outlook for FDI in general. Around 40 percent
of them expect their firms to increase foreign investment
this year, and a further 20 percent expect investment
plans to remain in line with 2008. Around 65 percent
of investors surveyed expect their foreign investment
to increase over the next three years (figure 1.4). These
figures suggest that investors do not anticipate the global
financial and economic turmoil to affect their investment
prospects for long. This is in line with macroeconomic
projections (presented in the section above) expecting
global FDI to start rebounding in 2010.
Investments in the short term will likely continue to be
unevenly affected in different sectors (figure 1.5). Having
faced a substantial drop in the price of commodities,
almost half the surveyed investors in primary industries
expect their foreign investments to decrease this year, in
many cases by more than 20 percent when compared
to 2008. In contrast, more than 60 percent of investors
in other sectors, such as the financial industry, services
and manufacturing, plan to increase or at least maintain
foreign investments this year. In the next three years,
however, a higher proportion of investors across all
sectors expect to increase their foreign investments. This
suggests that investors continue to maintain a positive
outlook on business ventures in foreign markets.

Figure 1.4 Changes in
foreign investment plans
Percent of respondents
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How do you expect your planned investments abroad to
change this year compared with last year, and over the
next three years compared with the previous three years?
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.

Investment Intentions to Emerging Markets
Besides expecting their foreign investments to pick
up relatively quickly, respondents of the global survey
remain optimistic about economic prospects in
emerging markets. In fact, 43 percent of respondents
expect their firms to redirect investments away from
developed markets and into developing ones over
the next three years, confirming a robust interest in
emerging market destinations (figure 1.6).22 Investors
in the manufacturing sector are the keenest to redirect
their existing investments to emerging markets over
the next three years, while 39 percent expect to do so
this year. Companies from the United States and the
United Kingdom show a higher propensity than investors
from other countries to make that shift over the coming
year—35 percent and 37 percent, respectively.
The BRICs are poised to continue receiving the lion’s
share of FDI into emerging markets (figure 1.7). Almost
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60 percent of the investors surveyed are already present in
China, and almost half are present in India. Investments
in the Russian Federation and Brazil are less prevalent,
with 40 percent and 39 percent of respondents having
a presence there. Other investment destinations trail
behind: Poland (21 percent), Mexico (16 percent), South
Africa (14 percent) and Turkey (14 percent). Investors’
responses correspond closely to country rankings by
actual FDI inflows.

Outside the BRICs, Turkey and South Africa appear
to attract increasing interest over the next three years,
whereas Poland and Mexico—which have been hit hard
by the global economic downturn—slip back. Among the
investors surveyed, there is a noticeable decline in the
relative attractiveness of Eastern European economies.
This could reflect, among other things, investors’
concerns over the impact of the global financial crisis on
these countries at the time of the survey.
The survey highlights that FDI remains regional to some
degree. Latin American destinations, for example, still
feature more prominently in investments from US firms
than in those from other regions—25 percent compared
to an average of 19 percent for all investors—even though

Figure 1.5 Changes in foreign
investment plans by sector
Percent of respondents
This year

Figure 1.6 Changes in foreign
investment plans by destination
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Do you expect your company to shift its foreign
investments from emerging to developed markets,
or vice versa?
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.

the share of European investment in that region has been
rising. Likewise, investors from Western Europe dominate
investment into Eastern Europe, which is a top investment
destination for a third of Western European investors,

Figure 1.7 Top ten investment
destinations
Percent of respondents

compared to 26 percent on average. The survey findings
suggest that this pattern is unlikely to change over the
next three years.

Figure 1.8 Changes in Foreign
investment plans by source
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The BRIC survey confirms the optimism of emergingmarket investors.23 Although a third of the BRIC
respondents did not plan any changes in their companies’ investment plans this year (figure 1.9), 49 percent
intended to increase investments moderately or substantially (55 percent of the Chinese MNEs, half of the
Brazilian MNEs and 48 percent of the Indian MNEs).
These intentions intensified over the next three years,
with some three quarters of respondents planning a substantial or moderate increase in FDI. Chinese investors
appeared the most bullish, while Russian respondents
were the most cautious, with only 30 percent or so
expecting to increase investments this year and over
the next three years. While the crisis has dampened the
growth of FDI outflows from developing countries this
year, the BRIC survey findings suggest this may be short
lived—at least for Chinese, Indian and Brazilian investors.

Figure 1.9 Foreign investment
plans of investors from
the BRICs
Percent of respondents
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This year
Next three years

How do you expect your company’s planned investments
abroad to change this year compared with last year and
over the next three years compared with the previous
three years?
Source: MIGA-VCC Political Risk Survey in the BRICs 2009.

Investors from Emerging Markets
and FDI
The emerging-market MNEs surveyed appeared to
be more bullish than their counterparts in developed
countries regarding their investment plans. A higher
proportion of them expected their investments overseas
to increase or remain the same over the next year
than investors from the developed world. The gap in
investment intentions between emerging-market investors
and those from developed countries was even more
pronounced over the medium term: some 80 percent
of emerging market respondents planned to increase
investment over the next three years, compared with
just over 60 percent of developed country respondents
(figure 1.8).
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Investor surveys suggest robust optimism about
investment prospects in developing countries over the
next three years, sustained by signs that a recovery of
the global economy is underway. A more pessimistic
economic scenario cannot yet be excluded, however,
and risks of reversal persist. Persistent economic
imbalances could become more apparent as emergency
policy measures begin to wane, and unsustainable
debt positions have to be unwound. Renewed concerns
regarding the sustainability of the rebound would affect
private capital flows, including FDI. For now, the expected
growth rebound in emerging markets, while uneven,
appears strong enough to sustain survey respondents’
investment intentions.

Chapter One —Endnotes

1

		Foreign direct investment is defined as an investment
involving a long term relationship and reflecting a lasting
interest and control by a resident entity in one economy
in an enterprise resident in an economy other than that of
the foreign direct investor. It comprises equity investment,
reinvested earnings and intra-company loans.
2
		The surveys did not include respondents representing sovereign and private equity funds. Investor views presented
in this report cover MNEs’ perspectives only.
3
		As of September 25, 2009, 12 out of 42 emerging market
sovereigns had a negative outlook, compared with 16 out
of 43 six months ago. Standard and Poor’s (2009).
4
		All data in this chapter are from World Bank (2009),
unless otherwise specified.
5
		For a broader discussion of the financial crisis and its
impact on the world economy, see World Bank (2009).
6
		The resilience of FDI flows—comprising for statistical
purposes of equity investment, reinvested earnings
and intra-company loans—can be traced primarily to
its equity component. The volatility of the reinvested
earnings and intra-company loans can be quite significant,
especially at times of economic distress (World Bank,
2009, Box 2.2).
7
		MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey (2009) and Kekic (2009).
8
		UNCTAD (2009d), annex table A.I.4
9
		Cheng and Ma (2007) and Davies (2009).
10
		Lima and de Barros (2009). The data for Brazil exclude
tax havens.
11
		“Brazil’s Vale starts $1.3 billion coal project in Africa”,
MarketWatch, March 28, 2009; “Petrobras to invest $2
billion in Nigerian oil”, Engineering News, February 25,
2009.

12

		For a discussion of the drivers of FDI from developing
countries, see World Bank (2006).
13
		The Financial Times Global 500 list, which ranks companies by market capitalization, showed that firms from
developing countries accounted for 17 percent of the
world’s leading companies in 2008, up from minuscule
levels a few years ago. For banking and finance, which in
2008 became the leading sector for FDI worldwide, some
20 percent of The Banker’s largest 1,000 banks and more
than one-third of the top 20 banks were from developing
countries.
14
		Luo, Xue and Han (2009).
15
		World Bank (2009).
16
		Lima and de Barros (2009).
17
		Reserve Bank of India (2009).
18
		OECD (2009).
19
		World Bank (2009).
20
		See UNCTAD (2009d) and MIGA-EIU Political Risk
Survey (2009).
21
		Davies (2009).
22
		Only one in ten investors surveyed is considering the
reverse over the next three years; most of these firms are
in the primary or financial sectors and are headquartered
in North America or Western Europe.
23
		See annex 4 for details on the MIGA-VCC Political Risk
Survey in the BRICs.
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CHAPTER TWO
The CHALLENGE of Political Risk

Overview
As signs of economic recovery in the aftermath of the
most severe crisis in the post war era emerge (chapter
1), concerns over political risk continue to loom large.
While the link between FDI and political risk is not
straightforward, investors repeatedly rank political perils
amongst their main concerns when venturing abroad.
Understanding investors’ current outlook on both risks
and opportunities in developing countries is essential
to shed some light on how the PRI industry can help
mitigate concerns over political risks.1
The global economic downturn, by straining government
budgets, putting pressure on exchange rates and
bringing political and social tensions to the fore, has
exacerbated specific political risks in the most vulnerable
investment destinations, but does not appear to have
led to a reassessment of political risk in all emerging
markets. For example, concerns that government may be
tempted to impose transfer and convertibility restrictions
have emerged in highly leveraged countries where the
financial crisis has severely undermined liquidity and
led to high spreads. With unemployment on the rise,
declining remittances and pressure on social programs
due to shrinking government revenues, the risk of civil
unrest has become more pronounced in some countries.
Budgetary pressures and stimulus packages have also
raised concerns about the ability of some governments
and state-owned entities to fulfill their contractual obligations and honor their sovereign guaranties. These
risks, however, have so far not materialized on a large

scale, and are less likely to do so as the effects of the
crisis abate.
While corporate investors appear sanguine about
investment prospects, in particular in emerging markets
(chapter 1), political risk remains a major concern in the
medium term, according to surveys of MNEs conducted
for this report. Concerns over some longer-term political
risks are likely to persist, even if some of the perils directly
related to the fallout of the crisis recede as the global
economy gradually recovers. The growing salience of
political risk concerns, a trend that predates the onset of
the global crisis, can partly be attributed to the increasing
weight of developing countries—typically regarded as
riskier destinations than industrialized ones—as foreign
investment recipients. Over the past few years, the revival
of resource nationalism in some countries, as well as
contract renegotiations, have also weighed on political
risk perceptions in extractive industries. Terrorist attacks
have highlighted the emergence of new threats. And while
political risk was thought to be a preoccupation primarily
for investors from industrialized countries, it now appears
to be a top concern for investors from the main emerging
markets as well, as they venture further away from familiar
business destinations.
Robust appetite for investment into emerging markets,
combined with the persisting salience of political risks
going forward, suggest a sustained need to manage and
mitigate these risks. Yet most investors, both South- and
North-based, appear to rely primarily on their own risk
management capacity (even though a sizable minority
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judges that capacity as poor) and on informal mitigation
mechanisms, such as engaging host governments and
local communities, to evaluate and manage political risk.
The proportion of respondents using contractual political
risk management products such as PRI when investing
in emerging markets is relatively small, which insurance
industry statistics confirm (chapter 3). This suggests
that most investors regard political risk in their main
investment destinations as manageable. However, a much
larger proportion of investors seek PRI when venturing
into markets considered the riskiest, suggesting that PRI
has a significant role to play protecting investors in transactions that are beyond their internal risk management
capacity. The surveys also suggest investors’ interest in
PRI, with 40 percent of respondents in the global survey
saying they will consider it going forward.

Political Risk, Foreign Direct
Investment and Corporate Perceptions
What is Political Risk?
Broadly defined, political risk is the probability of disruption of the operations of MNEs by political forces
or events,2 whether they occur in host countries,
home country, or result from changes in the international environment. In host countries, political risk
is largely determined by uncertainty over the actions
of governments and political institutions, but also of
minority groups, such as separatist movements. In
home countries, political risk may stem from political
actions directly aimed at investment destinations, such
as sanctions, or from policies that restrict outward
investment.
For the purposes of the investor surveys conducted for
this report, political risk was more specifically defined
as breach of contract by governments, restrictions on
currency transfer and convertibility, expropriation, political
violence (war, civil disturbance and terrorism), nonhonoring of government guarantees, adverse regulatory
changes, and restrictions on FDI outflows in home
countries. This definition includes risks that are not
currently insurable by the PRI industry.
The insurance industry uses a narrower definition of
political risk that focuses on actions that take place within
host countries only. According to this definition, political
risk is divided into (i) currency convertibility and transfer,
(ii) expropriation, (iii) political violence, (iv) breach of
contract by a host government, and (v) the non-honoring
of sovereign financial obligations (box 3.2). Although
there is a general consensus over these categories within
the PRI industry, exact definitions vary among insurers.
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Evolution of Political Risks
Although surveys suggest that investors are concerned
about political risk when venturing abroad, the link
between political risk and FDI is not straightforward
(annex 5). More research is needed to determine the
weight of political risk when compared to other factors
that influence investment decisions, and clarify how the
level of perceived risk influences FDI flows. The nature
of political risk makes it difficult to predict and quantify,
and concerns are primarily based on perceptions. These
perceptions are influenced by broad geopolitical and
economic trends, as well as local conditions.
The nature and perceptions of political risk have evolved
over the past 30 years. The risk of expropriation was
prominent in the 1970s, when MNEs found themselves at
the core of public scrutiny, with their operations nationalized or controlled tightly. Especially in the area of natural
resources and other industries deemed strategic by host
country governments, MNEs found their autonomy
waning.3 Over that period, expropriation losses resulted
primarily from outright confiscation of foreign assets.
The number of foreign expropriations declined drastically
in the 1980s,4 however: while there were 423 cases of
expropriation of foreign assets in the 1970s, that number
dropped to 17 during 1980-1987 and to zero between 1987
and 1992.5
Over the same period, most emerging markets allocated
foreign exchange via permits, and current and capital
accounts controls were prevalent. This controlled foreign
investors’ ability to access and repatriate foreign exchange
during balance of payments crises. As a result, a large
number of transfer restriction claims occurred during the
1980s, triggered by the Latin American debt crisis and the
subsequent fallout on the Philippines.
Transfer and expropriation risks appeared to ease significantly throughout the 1990s, as many countries began to
liberalize their economies. Financial liberalization resulted
in floating exchange rate regimes and the allocation of
foreign exchange via market mechanisms through the
banking sector, while capital controls were relaxed. These
reforms eased the insurable risk of convertibility and
transfer restrictions, but increased the uninsured risk of
depreciation.
In the 1990s, the regulatory framework for FDI was
characterized by increasing openness and a retreat of
government intervention, as the benefits of foreign
investment were deemed to exceed any adverse effects.
Out of 1,097 changes in national FDI laws alone
adopted between 1992 and 2000, 94 percent created a
more favorable climate.6 Many countries went beyond
establishing an open environment for FDI by proactively seeking to attract such investment via incentives,
targeted investment promotion programs and pro-active

marketing. This has been complemented by greater
efforts by many developing countries to reduce barriers
to doing business.7 In addition, the multiplication of
bilateral investment treaties (BITs)8 for the protection
and promotion of FDI supported the trend towards
greater openness and increasing FDI flows—globally
and to developing countries. Investment also emerged
as a focus of international agreements related to trade
in goods and services, intellectual property rights and
regional integration schemes.9
Although the trend toward reform and greater investment
openness that gained force in the 1990s largely continues
to-date,10 concerns over political risk persist, as documented in a number of surveys (annex 5). In the global
survey (annex 3), MNEs investing in developing countries
rank political risk amongst their top three concerns more
often than any other preoccupation, including macroeconomic stability and access to finance. A higher proportion of respondents expect political risk to be among

their main investment constraints over the next three
years (figure 2.1).
Ironically, the apparent resurgence of some political risks
concerns over the past few years could be the result of
greater openness to FDI, as the gradual dissolution of
traditional barriers to investment may have amplified the
relative salience of political risk among investor preoccupations. In addition, greater openness has contributed not
only to an increase in global FDI, but also to a growing
share flowing into developing countries (chapter 1). That
emerging markets are perceived to be riskier destinations
than industrialized countries is compounded by the
number of investors expanding their business horizons by
venturing into regions or countries for the first time.
In addition, MNEs based in developing countries have
been investing growing amounts abroad (chapter 1).
Some of that investment is in natural resources
in countries beyond their regions of origin (e.g.

Figure 2.1 Major constraints on foreign investment in emerging markets
Percent of respondents
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In your opinion, which of the following factors will pose the greatest constraint on investments by your company in
emerging markets this year and over the next three years?
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.
Note: Percentages add up to more than 100 percent due to multiple selections.
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Brazil in Africa). Attention to political risk tends to be high
during the first few years of operating in a new market,
before sufficient familiarity and coping mechanisms are
developed. As these enterprises spread their operations
into new destinations in developing countries, they
become more aware of political risk. This has contributed
to the increase in demand for PRI from South-based
investors (chapter 3).
Besides these general trends, the recent evolution of
specific perils also contributed to a revival of political risk
concerns that predates the global economic downturn.
Expropriation, breach of contract and non-honoring of
government guarantees. Concerns over expropriation
have reemerged over the past few years. The nature
of expropriation, however, has evolved compared to
the 1970s and 1980s. Outright nationalizations have
become the exception rather than the norm. Changes in
regulations or contractual agreements that undermine

the financial viability of investments—as in Indonesia
or Argentina in the late 1990s and early 2000s (chapter
3)—now dominate expropriation risks. Although the vast
majority of changes in foreign investment regulations still
go toward more openness, there are signs that FDI has
been subjected to increasing scrutiny over the past few
years.11 The global survey confirms that more investors
are concerned about breach of contract, non-honoring of
government guarantees and adverse regulatory changes—
which can result in investment loss—than outright
expropriation. Breach of contract is the political risk of
most concern to respondents, both this year and over the
medium term. An increasing proportion of respondents
are concerned about the risk of adverse regulatory
changes going forward, with a third of them regarding it
as a top concern in the next three years (figure 2.2).
Extractive industries are still particularly vulnerable to
expropriation and breach of contract. The strategic nature
of natural resources in host countries’ economies, long

Figure 2.2 Types of Political risks of most concern
to investors in emerging markets
Percent of respondents
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In your opinion, which types of political risk are of most concern to your company when investing in emerging markets?
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.
Note: Percentages add up to more than 100 percent due to multiple selections.
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investment horizons, scale and capital intensity also make
these projects prone to uncertainty and possible government intervention. In a global environment of rising
commodity prices, as was the case prior to the financial
crisis, some governments renegotiated concession and
royalty agreements struck with foreign investors a decade
ago, when commodity markets were depressed.12 Other
governments motivated by nationalist political agendas
have sought to reclaim ownership of the mining sector
by nationalizing foreign owned assets. This apparent
resurgence of “resource nationalism” has heightened perceptions of expropriation and associated risks in
recent years.13
Indeed, the global survey confirms that investors
operating in the primary sector—mostly in the extractive
industries—are more concerned about political risks in
general than in other sectors: 57 percent cite political
risk as a major concern this year, compared with an
average of 45 percent for all sectors. Of particular concern
to investors are breach of contract and expropriation.
Investors in the primary sectors worried more about the
risk of breach of contract than in any other sector, with
54 percent citing it as a top risk. Similarly, over 45 percent
of respondents from the primary sector also considered
expropriation a top risk, compared to an average of 25
percent among all respondents.
Sub-sovereign authorities have also become an increasing
source of risk for foreign investors—especially expropriation, breach of contract and non-honoring of guarantees—over the past few years. As emerging economies
embrace decentralization, local authorities, such as provincial or municipal governments, are expected to take
on increasing responsibilities in providing infrastructure
services. In recent years, disputes have arisen in the
power sector in countries where the sub-sovereign has
not been able to fulfill its commitments, and central governments have been hesitant to take over these
obligations.
Transfer and Convertibility. In spite of liberalization of
exchange regimes and more prudent monetary policies,
transfer and convertibility risks have not disappeared. In
the last 10 years, several countries have restricted current
or capital account transactions, or frozen foreign currency
bank deposits to limit foreign exchange outflows. But
foreign exchange restrictions now tend to be imposed
for shorter durations, and scaled back as the economy
re-balances. Nevertheless this risk is still prevalent, especially when financial crises strike. In the global survey, 39
percent of respondents cited it as one of their three main
political risk concerns (figure 2.2).
Political Violence. Fresh worries over political violence
have emerged in the past decade. The September 11
attacks highlighted the risk of terrorism. As terrorist
attacks around the world continue to make headlines, risk

perceptions are undiminished.14 Threats stemming from
separatist and extremist movements, civil unrest, as well
as piracy and hijacking that threaten to disrupt supply
chains, have also weighed on political risk perceptions.
Respondents in the global survey ranked political violence
(combining war, civil disturbance and terrorism) as
their second main concern after breach of contract15
(figure 2.2).
The preoccupations over political risk mentioned above
are expected to outlive the current global downturn and
persist over the medium term. In addition, the financial
and economic turmoil itself has generated new concerns
over political perils.

The Impact of the Financial Crisis on
Political Risk Perceptions
The onset of the recent global financial crisis has intensified concerns over specific political risks in the most
vulnerable countries. A comparison between the political
risk ratings for the 126 emerging markets covered by
the Economist Intelligence Unit’s Risk Briefing between
pre-crisis June 2008 and the ratings for June 2009 show
a degradation of perceptions: the political risk score
had increased for 52 countries (41 percent of the total
number of emerging markets in Risk Briefing), remained
unchanged for 49 countries (39 percent), and decreased
for 25 countries (20 percent) over this period.16
The most significant deterioration of political risk perceptions between June 2008 and June 2009 was over
Eastern Europe, followed by Latin America, developing
Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and Middle East and North
Africa. This is also roughly the order of the comparative
severity with which the global economic crisis has affected
emerging market regions. Social unrest showed the
highest increase among the various types of political risk
in the Risk Briefing, followed by the related risk of violent
demonstrations, and the imposition of capital account
controls, all of which are closely related to the global
financial and economic crisis.
With unemployment on the rise, declining remittances,17
and fewer resources available to social programs due
to shrinking government revenues,18 many developing
countries are exposed to a risk of social unrest. To date,
however, the crisis has amplified—rather than created—
unrest in countries where social relations were already
fragile.19 The risk of social unrest and political violence
directly related to the current crisis is expected to ease
gradually as economies recover.
In addition to possible social or political unrest, the global
economic downturn has also exacerbated political risks
arising from balance of payments shortfalls and revived
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the risk of transfer restrictions (box 2.1). The crisis has
had an adverse impact on some countries’ current
account balances through shrinking international trade
and the decline in commodity prices. The accumulation
of foreign reserves has suffered from the impact as
countries are drawing upon them to lessen the impact of
the financial crisis.20 Private sources of capital are also
drying up, and developing countries are expected to face
greatly curtailed access to external financing (chapter
1). The World Bank estimates the external financing gap
for developing countries to be $352 billion in 2009 for a
base case scenario.21 International assistance, however,
is helping cushion the impact of the crisis. Several
developing countries have received financial support
from multilateral institutions to help alleviate balance-ofpayments difficulties.22
Investors surveyed for this report expect the risk of
convertibility and transfer to recede over the next three
years, with around a third citing it as concern in three
years, compared to 39 percent this year. This could
reflect optimism that the financial crisis will ease over
this period. Concerns over this risk were concentrated in
Eastern Europe and Central Asia for this year, where many
markets relied heavily on foreign financing, and some
have pegged foreign exchange regimes.
Budgetary pressures, due to slower economic growth,
and priority on stimulus packages, could also weaken the
ability of some governments and state-owned entities in
developing countries to fulfill their contractual obligations
and honor their sovereign guaranties. These pressures
are particularly acute in countries where fiscal deficits
are high compared to GDP. Between 2008 and 2009,
Europe and Central Asia is expected to have the largest
increase in fiscal deficit in relation to its economic size,
followed by Sub-Saharan Africa.23 Deteriorating fiscal
positions raise the risk of payment defaults by sovereign
(or sub-sovereign) and state-owned entities. Respondents
in the global survey expect the risk of host governments
failing to honor their guarantees to remain roughly the
same over the medium term: 34 percent of respondents
consider it as a main risk today, compared to 32 percent
in three years (figure 2.2).
The financial crisis also gave rise to concerns that governments in both developed and developing countries
may adopt policies to alleviate the effects of the crisis
that might restrict outward FDI or discriminate against
foreign investors.24 Yet several reports tracking regulatory
changes in investment since the onset of the crisis have
found no general trend in that direction so far.25
Yet, the risks directly related to the fallout from global
crisis have so far not materialized on a large scale, and
they are likely to ease as economic recovery slowly takes
hold. The global survey suggests that the global crisis has
not led to a fundamental reassessment of political risks
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in the top FDI recipients in emerging markets: a majority
of investors stated that the downturn itself had not
affected their risk perceptions in their main investment
destinations (35 percent considered the risk to be worse,
however). As the BRICs dominate investment destinations
(figure 1.7), this could reflect investor confidence in these
countries’ ability to weather a global crisis.
The global survey suggests that host countries’ recent
track records of political stability, rule of law and investor
protection—rather than economic difficulties—are
the main features influencing investors’ perception of
overall political risk. The investors surveyed were asked
to provide their perceptions of political risk for the 40
largest emerging markets ranked according to the size of
population. The ten countries most frequently identified
by investors as the markets with the highest political
risk included a number of countries that are at war or
emerging from conflict, as well as others that have
recently experienced acts of civil disturbance or where
government decisions adversely affected foreign investors
(annex 3).

Corporate Perceptions of Political Risk
Management
A majority of survey respondents expected to ramp up
their investments in emerging markets over the next three
years, as highlighted in chapter 1. Combined with an
increasing proportion of investors citing political risks as
the top investment constraint over the medium term, this
suggests a growing need to properly manage these risks.
Yet most respondents have so far relied on internal risk
assessments and informal mitigation tools—such as
engagement with host country governments or joint
ventures with local companies—or have not mitigated
political risks at all. Political risk insurance features as
a niche product primarily used for projects and destinations considered the riskiest. Yet 40 percent of
respondents in the global survey expect they will consider
PRI going forward.
A majority of investors surveyed for this report were
confident in their ability to appraise and manage political
risks. But a significant minority was not: 24 percent
of investors considered their ability to anticipate new
political risks to be weak or non-existent (figure 2.3).
Similarly, 29 percent of respondents regarded their ability
to evaluate political risk mitigation strategies as weak or
non-existent, and 23 percent admitted that their capabilities to implement those strategies were also poor.
These findings suggest a sizable portion of investors
may need assistance with assessing and managing
political risks.

Box 2.1 Transfer and Convertibility Risk

Standard & Poor’s (S&P), the rating agency, assigns
transfer and convertibility (T&C) ratings that address the
probability of such government interventions. During
2008, Standard & Poor’s downgraded its T&C ratings on
13 countries, 12 of which are in the developing world (box
figure). With the exception of countries affected by specific
conflicts, these downgrades stem directly from the impact
of the global financial crisis and imply an increased probability that host governments might intervene in their
markets in ways that would be detrimental to the interests
of foreign investors. According to rating agencies, the likelihood of such interventions appears to depend not only
on macroeconomic factors, but also on political stability
and governments’ institutional strength. Indeed, all other
things equal, a government committed to sustainable
economic policies and with the authority to pursue them,
would be in a better position to respond to the challenges
posed by the financial crisis.
Most of the recent downgrades in T&C ratings are concentrated in Europe and Central Asia (ECA), where ratings
on two out of three assessed countries were cut in the
last year (box figure). According to S&P, the vulnerability
of many countries in the ECA region stems from the
characteristics of their financing structure, including large
current account deficits, significant external public and/
or private debt, and short-term maturities. Comparatively,
many emerging economies in Latin America and Asia
have manageable levels of external debt, and have successfully developed sizeable domestic capital markets,
largely funded by private pension funds, which so far have
provided relatively stable funding to local corporate
borrowers.

Changes in T&C ratings during 2008
Argentina
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Bulgaria
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Georgia
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Iceland
Kazakhstan
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Lithuania
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Peru
Romania
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Ukraine
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Source: Standard & Poor’s
Note: Bars represent the change in number
of notches in S&P’s rating scale.
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Several factors influence investors’ decisions to contract
political risk insurance (box 2.2). The global investor
survey confirms that the level of risk in host countries
is a major determinant. Although only 14 percent of
investors in the global survey reported using political risk
insurance on average, 22 percent of companies investing
in what they perceived to be high-risk countries turned
to PRI. This suggests that investors are confident they
can manage risks effectively in most destinations, and
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While a similar proportion of investors across all sectors
undertake risk analysis and engage with host country
governments, the use of other mitigation techniques
varied across industries (table 2.1). About half of the
respondents operating in the primary sector, utilities,
transport and communications mitigated risks through
joint ventures with local partners, while only one third of
respondents did so in the financial sector, manufacturing
and services. Financial sector investors, however, were
much more frequent users of formal risk mitigation mechanisms, such as credit default swaps and PRI.

30

Good

About 6 percent of the investors reported that they do
not mitigate political risk at all (figure 2.4). The most
common reason cited by investors was that the level of
political risk in destination countries was not high enough
(less frequently cited reasons included the cost of mitigation and inadequacy of products). Yet many of these
respondents had investments in countries with a relatively
high degree of risk, which indicates a wide variance in
risk perceptions and tolerance—or in investors’ ability to
assess political risk adequately.
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Very good

The global crisis had a limited impact on desire to use
risk-mitigating tools: the majority of investors (57 percent)
reported that the crisis had not changed the attractiveness
of these instruments one way or the other. A significant
minority of respondents, however, found mitigation tools
more attractive due to the downturn (19 percent).

50

Excellent

A small proportion of respondents, on the other hand,
used contractual risk mitigation such as credit default
swaps (17 percent), or PRI (14 percent). This is broadly
in line with PRI industry data indicating that new political
risk insurance policies underwritten in 2008 by members
of the largest insurance association covered around 10
percent of FDI flows to emerging markets (chapter 3).

Figure 2.3 Investors’ capabilities
in assessing and mitigating
political risks
Percent of respondents

Excellent

Most investors claimed that they manage political
risks utilizing a wide range of mechanisms, and in
many instances using more than one mitigation tool
(figure 2.4). Most respondents relied on risk or scenario
analysis to assess perils. A majority of respondents used
informal tools, such as engagement with host country
governments, as a way to mitigate political risks. Around
a third of respondents managed risks through joint
ventures with local partners, while a similar proportion
engaged risk consultants.

Implementing existing political risk
mitigation strategies
Evaluating new political risk
mitigation strategies
How would you rate your company’s capabilities in
the following areas?
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.

Figure 2.4 Tools used to mitigate political risk in emerging markets
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Which of the following does your company use as a tool for political risk mitigation? Select all that apply.
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.
Note: Percentages add up to more than 100 percent due to multiple selections.

Table 2.1. Tools for mitigating political risk in emerging markets by sector
Percent of respondents

Sector

Local
engagement

Risk
analysis

Local joint
venture

Risk
consultants

CDS*

33

32

14

Operational
hedging

PRI

Financial

54

58

31

21

Manufacturing

64

59

33

38

17

16

11

Services

63

54

33

29

11

17

13

Utilities and
communications

55

59

48

35

8

6

14

Primary

57

61

48

35

2

12

6

* Credit default swap.
Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.
Note: Percentages add up to more than 100 percent due to multiple selections.
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Figure 2.6 PRI usage by ability
to implement existing political
risk mitigation strategy
Percent of respondents

Figure 2.5 PRI usage by
perceived riskiness of
investment destination
Percent of respondents
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Proportion of respondents using PRI segmented
by their ability to implement existing political
risk mitigation strategies.

Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.

Source: MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009.

The views of investors also confirmed that there is a link
between respondents’ ability to implement risk mitigation
strategies and their decision to contract political risk
insurance (figure 2.6). Investors best able to implement
existing risk mitigation strategies reportedly used political
risk insurance three times more frequently than investors
with limited ability. Accordingly, only 1 percent of investors
who reported having “non-existent” ability to implement
risk mitigation strategies used political risk insurance.
Furthermore, investors’ ability to implement existing risk
management strategies did not appear to be related to
the level of risk of the investment destinations.26 The
latter finding lends support to the importance of creating
awareness of political risk and risk mitigation mechanisms among investors.
Limited overall usage of political risk insurance as a risk
mitigation tool at present, however, does not imply a lack
of interest. When asked if they expected their company
to consider political risk insurance for their investments
abroad in the future, 40 percent of investors answered in
the affirmative.27 Among investors who rated their political
risk assessment capabilities as excellent, the proportion

|

Good

Proportion of respondents that use political
risk insurance segmented by the perceived riskiness
of their investment destinations.

insurance is a specialized product reserved for investment
environments they perceived to be the riskiest (figure 2.5).
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was even higher: 54 percent expected their company to
consider political risk insurance going forward.

Investors from Emerging Markets:
Political Risk Perceptions and
Mitigation
Growing flows of FDI from emerging markets (chapter 1)
raise questions about perceptions of political risks by
MNEs headquartered in these countries, and about how
these perceptions shape their investment decisions. The
survey of companies from Brazil, the Russian Federation,
India and China conducted for this report highlights
that concerns over political risks parallel their bullish
investment intentions: political risk ranked first among
concerns when investing in developing countries, both
this year and over the next three years (figure 2.7). The
financial crisis itself, however, did not alter the political
risk perceptions of 61 percent of respondents when it
comes to their main investment destinations; but another
27 percent of respondents perceived political risk to have
worsened.

Box 2.2 Selected factors impacting investor demand for political risk insurance

A study conducted in 2007 for MIGA by PricewaterhouseCoopers found that the use of PRI by investors depended on a
number of factors:
Country conditions and ratings
Evidence of heightened political risks (e.g. protectionism,
resource nationalization, suspension of global trade
agreements, change in country ratings) in the host
country increases the demand for PRI.
Internal guidelines
Corporate guidelines and internal standards may require
the purchase of PRI for certain projects and country destinations.
Investor/lender risk appetite
The project’s sector and investment horizon, as well
as knowledge and previous experience in the destination country, influence the risk appetite of investors
and lenders and their demand for PRI. More extensive
knowledge, however, may either lead to a more informed
PRI purchase or placement through other means (e.g.
self-insurance).
Dispute resolution mechanism
Investors’ comfort level with the destination country’s
dispute resolution mechanism affects the demand for PRI.
Some form of dispute resolution should be in place for
PRI to be contracted.

Unavailability of comprehensive insurance
Investors prefer to bundle insurance coverage if possible,
and lack of this alternative can lead to the purchase of PRI
as a stand-alone product.
Cost of PRI
Investor demand for PRI is affected by premiums.
Availability of discretionary insurance following traditional insurance programs already in place
Investors may increase existing PRI coverage in soft
pricing markets, and reduce PRI coverage in hard pricing
markets.
Prior PRI claims experience
Any prior claims experience (favorable or unfavorable) can
impact the decision to purchase PRI. Evidence of claim
payments and process transparency favorably influence
demand for PRI.
Competitiveness of debt markets
As competition to fund various projects increases, some
lenders’ requirement for investors to acquire PRI may
diminish.

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2007.
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Political risk was the leading concern this year for Russian
and Brazilian investors, as well as for Indian investors
(jointly with macroeconomic instability) and the second
most significant concern for Chinese investors. Except
for the Russian Federation, political risk remained the
foremost concern over the medium term, as the expected
recovery of the world economy diminished the relative
importance of concerns related to the crisis and recession.
The prominence of economic concerns for Russian
investors may suggest that they anticipate the effects of
the financial crisis to linger on.
While investors from emerging markets view political risk
as a significant constraint on investment plans, they differ
over the type of political risk that is of greatest concern.
Overall, most investors from the BRICs considered

breach of contract as the principal political risk this year
and over the next three years (on par with transfer and
convertibility restrictions for the latter). This was followed
closely by transfer and convertibility restrictions and nonhonoring of sovereign guarantees. The aggregate findings,
however, mask important differences among the four
countries regarding what each considers being the most
worrisome political risk (figure 2.8). Political violence
offers the sharpest contrast in relative weight of political
risks for BRICs investors: it was considered the most
significant risk for Chinese investors over the next three
years, but it was of least concern for investors from Brazil
and the Russian Federation.
Yet MNEs from the BRICs invest in developing countries
they consider risky. Investors from Brazil, the Russian

Figure 2.7 Main foreign investment constraints for investors
from the BRICs
Percent of respondents

Political risk
Macroeconomic instability
Limited market opportunities
Infrastructure capacity
Corruption
Access to financing
Increased government intervention
Access to qualified staff
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Next three years
In your opinion, which of the following factors will pose the greatest constraint on investment by your company
in emerging markets this year and over the next three years?
Source: MIGA-VCC Political Risk Survey in the BRICs 2009.
Note: Percentages add up to more than 100 percent due to multiple selections.
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Figure 2.8 Top political risks for investors
from the BRICs
Percent of respondents
This year
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War and civil disturbance
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Non-honoring of government guarantees
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0

In your opinion, which types of political risk are of most concern to your company when investing in emerging markets?
Source: MIGA-VCC Political Risk Survey in the BRICs 2009.
Note: Top three responses. Percentages add up to more than 100 percent due to multiple selections.
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Federation, India and China all cited as a top investment
destination this year and over the next thee year at
least one country that also appeared in the list of their
perceived riskiest countries. Argentina and Venezuela
(R.B. de), for example, were among the largest five
recipients of Brazilian FDI this year, and were also perceived by Brazilian investors as having very high or high
political risk. Likewise Russian MNEs perceived their
largest investment destinations (the members of the
Commonwealth of Independent States) as highly risky.
Some respondents argued that business strategy and
profitable opportunities took precedence over political
risk—except in cases of political violence—in determining
where to invest.
Yet 11 percent of BRIC respondents said they did not
mitigate political risks at all—compared to 6 percent in
the global survey. The principal reason given by investors
from the BRICs for not mitigating political risks was the
lack of appropriate tools and products. This was the main
objection for investors from Brazil, China and the Russian
Federation and the second most important for Indian

Figure 2.9 Reasons cited for
not mitigating political risks
by MNEs from the BRICs
Percent of respondents

companies (figure 2.9). Over a third of BRIC respondents
also felt that the level of risk in their destination countries
did not warrant mitigating political risk. A substantial
minority (28 percent) said they were unaware of specific
products and tools available; about a third of Indian
MNEs cited their lack of knowledge in that area, despite
the long existence of ECGC, the country’s public provider
of investment insurance.
To the extent that they do mitigate political risk, MNEs
from the BRICs use primarily informal and internal means
to do so; they do not differ from respondents in the global
survey on that account. Some respondents mentioned
that an additional benefit of such indirect or informal risk
mitigation techniques was their low cost, compared to
more formal instruments. The most popular tools are producing political risk analysis and assessments, engaging
with host country governments and engaging in joint
ventures and alliances with host country firms (figure
2.10). Most MNEs from the Russian Federation, for
example, viewed engaging with host country governments
as the most effective means of shielding themselves
against political risk. Political risk analysis and concluding
joint ventures with local firms—the favorite choices of
Chinese, Indian and Brazilian respondents—were also
ranked as the preferred mitigation method by investors
from the countries in the global survey.
The financial crisis enhanced the attractiveness of risk mitigation tools for one in three BRICs respondents (mostly
Chinese companies).

60

At present, PRI ranks low amongst risk mitigation tools
used by BRICs investors. This may suggest that much
needs to be done by the political risk insurance industry
to reach out to these emerging investors (chapter 3).
Russian MNEs are an exception, however, in that political
risk insurance was the second most popular tool, after
engagement with host country governments. The most
common cover sought by the BRICs investors that used
PRI was for breach of contract (mostly Russian companies), followed by transfer and convertibility restrictions,
and expropriation.
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Although political risk insurance ranked low as a current
risk mitigation tool, more than half of BRICs respondents
said they would consider PRI going forward (figure 2.11;
see also chapter 3 on political risk insurance products
available to MNEs from emerging markets). Chinese and
Indian investors were the most enthusiastic. Russian
companies—already significant users of political risk
insurance—were more skeptical.

Level of political risk
not high enough
Lack of appropriate tools and
product offerings
What are the primary reasons your company
does not use tools or products to mitigate
political risks?

Amongst respondents using insurance, some MNEs
from India mentioned they used PRI partly in response
to requirements from banks financing their investments.
Others from China and India mentioned that they used
PRI because indirect or informal risk mitigation methods

Source: MIGA-VCC Political Risk Survey in
the BRICs 2009.
Note: Top two responses. Percentages add up
to more than 100 percent due to
multiple selections.
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Figure 2.10 Political risk mitigation tools used
by MNEs from the BRICs
Percent of respondents
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Which of the following does your company use as a tool for political risk mitigation?
Source: MIGA-VCC Political Risk Survey in the BRICs 2009.
Note: Top three responses. Percentages add up to more than 100 percent due to multiple selections.

were not appropriate for covering risks of war, civil disturbance or terrorism. Some respondents felt that political
risk insurance provides more effective coverage against
political violence—although this was not reflected in the
types of political risk coverage most frequently purchased.
Some respondents, on the other hand, felt that PRI
defines political risks too narrowly, which reduces their
appeal. Supply chain disruptions were cited as an
example of loss that respondents thought as not covered
by the formal mitigation products. Cost, cumbersome
contracting process and confusing offering were also cited
as factors inhibiting mitigation through insurance. Some
respondents argued that the size of their investments was
too small to justify contracting PRI.

own abilities to assess political risk, but they were much
less confident in their abilities to anticipate new risks.
Most respondents viewed their abilities to implement
risk mitigation strategies as good (the midpoint between
their five options), but felt less able to implement new
mitigation strategies. Chinese MNEs felt particularly ill
equipped to evaluate risk mitigation strategies, and Indian
MNEs felt weak in their ability to assign roles and responsibilities for political risk management.
The findings of the BRIC survey mirror sentiments of executives from other major emerging-market FDI sources,
such as Singapore (box 2.6).

When asked to self-evaluate their risk assessment capabilities, investors from the BRICs thought well of their
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Box 2.3 Political risk perceptions
of Singaporean enterprises

Figure 2.11 Interest in PRI
from BRICs investors
Percent of respondents

With FDI outflows averaging $16 billion annually
during 2005-2008, Singapore is an important hub
for regional and international investment. Asia is the
top destination of Singapore’s FDI, with 46 percent
of its outward stock located there (as of 2007):
China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong Kong SAR, China
and Thailand are major destinations. More than
half of its outward investment is concentrated in
financial services and just over a fifth is in manufacturing.
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Singapore has weathered the financial crisis well,
with investors becoming more optimistic about
opportunities in the region. International Enterprise
Singapore, an agency of the Ministry of Trade and
Industry, collaborated with MIGA in July and August
2009 to gather perspectives from executives of
Singapore-headquartered companies on investment
and political risk. Singaporean companies were
well placed to discuss issues relating to overseas
expansion as some two thirds of them are planning
to increase investment this year and nearly all plan
to expand abroad in the aftermath of the crisis.
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Yes
No
Don’t know
Moving forward, do you expect your company
to consider political risk insurance for its
investments abroad?

At the same time Singaporean companies are
becoming more aware of political risk. Executives,
mostly from enterprises in the manufacturing and
services sectors, expressed political risk to be one
of their top two constraints on investment this year
and their top concern going forward. And although
for the majority of these executives the financial
crisis did not change their perceptions of political
risks in their target markets, nor did it affect their
interest in managing these risks, almost two thirds
expected their companies to consider political risk
insurance going forward.

Source: MIGA-VCC Political Risk Survey
in the BRICs 2009.

***
The BRIC and global surveys suggest that the attitude of
investors from emerging markets toward political risk may
overall not be very different than those from industrialized
countries. Respondents from both surveys ranked political
risk as a top concern when investing in developing
countries in the short and medium term—which challenges the view that investors from emerging markets are
comfortable with political perils.

Approximately half of the Singaporean executives
assessed their own capacity for implementing,
evaluating and managing risk mitigations strategies
as weak or non-existent. However, they considered
their ability to evaluate risks to be better, and identified the most pressing political risks facing their
operations to be transfer and convertibility, breach
of contract and regulatory changes, both now and
going forward. The risk of expropriation was the
fastest growing concern.

That the salience of political risk relative to other concerns
does not translate into high usage of political risk
insurance suggests that investors are confident they can
manage most risks effectively without resorting to formal
mitigation products. Indeed, they use a wide range of
methods to do so. This could reflect confidence in the
stability of the handful of investment destinations that
absorb most FDI to developing countries, or sufficient
familiarity with these destinations and the risks involved.
PRI is more often used for destinations considered the
riskiest, although a number of other factors also influence
whether investors turn to insurance.

Source: International Enterprise Singapore, and
Singapore Department of Statistics, 2009

Yet, the surveys also highlight the need for the PRI
industry to further reach out to investors, in particular
those from emerging markets.
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CHAPTER three
The Political Risk Insurance Industry:
A View from the Supply Side

Overview
Robust appetite for investment in emerging markets
in the medium term and the rising prominence of
South-based investors present both challenges and
opportunities for the investment insurance side of the PRI
industry. This changing global environment, combined
with a greater awareness of political risks on the part of
investors, places the industry in a position to expand its
reach and help promote the expected rebound of FDI
to emerging markets. Over the past two decades, only a
small percentage of FDI to emerging economies has been
insured. However, PRI—although not a key determinant
of FDI flows—can play an important role in restoring
investor confidence and in facilitating investments of
high development impact (such as in infrastructure and
extractive industries) and investments into underserved
markets (such as poorer countries and conflict-affected
environments).
Today, the PRI industry is well positioned to support the
recovery of FDI to emerging economies. It has grown
from a minimal presence twenty years ago to a well-established market today, with a size, in terms of premiums
for investment insurance, in the order of $1 billion.1 The
industry is now mature and resilient, having been shaped
by numerous shocks in the past two decades. Over the
years, its underwriting standards and processes have
strengthened, and its exposure has become more diversified and spread over a large number of well capitalized
and informed carriers, both in the private and public

segments of the market. These developments position
the industry well for a post-crisis global investment
landscape where resource nationalism, political upheavals
and currency instability in certain emerging markets may
continue to drive the demand for PRI.
In some segments of the private market, the crisis has led
to higher selectivity and stricter underwriting conditions,
and capacity has been reduced for several countries.
However, the public insurers—the export credit agencies
(ECAs) and multilaterals—are well placed to fill any
potential gaps because they do not face the same capacity
constraints as their private counterparts (see box 3.5 on
the differences between public and private insurers). This
highlights the role of the public insurers in providing
stability and maintaining capacity in the PRI market
during uncertain times. At present, several ECAs are
being encouraged by their governments to support their
national investors and play an enhanced role in both trade
credit and investment insurance to support the global
economic recovery. Going forward, continued cooperation
between the public and private segments of the PRI
market will become increasingly important, suggesting a
strong role for the Berne Union (BU), as the leading association of investment insurers and export credit agencies,
in bringing these groups together (see box 3.1 on the
activities of the BU).
The changing dynamics of world investment, with the
rising power of South-based investors and their concerns
over political risks, presents both opportunities and
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challenges for the PRI market. The industry is already
reaching out to this fast-growing investor base. Some
of the South-based national public insurers that had
traditionally focused on export cover are expanding their
PRI for investment, while the private market is extending
its global reach in places such as Singapore, which is
developing into a regional insurance hub. But the industry
still needs to promote its services and improve investor
awareness of the PRI product in emerging economies. It
also needs to continue adapting its product offerings to
meet the evolving demands of investors in a post-crisis
investment landscape.

Political Risk Insurance and FDI
The rise of FDI to emerging markets over the past decade
has encouraged the expansion of the PRI industry, which
has grown particularly rapidly since 2003 (figure 3.1).2 The
growth of PRI is not just related to levels of new foreign
investment in emerging markets but to a host of other
factors as well that affect both investors’ decisions to
use PRI (chapter 2, box 2.2) and the insurance industry’s
ability to provide the needed coverage.
Historically, investors have sought increased levels of PRI
for certain countries and sectors following global crises
and high profile claims that have shaken confidence
and heightened awareness of political risks. In the early
1980s, PRI for emerging market investments increased in
part due to concerns arising from the financial crisis at
the time and from the wave of expropriations in the late
1970s, such as those linked to the rise of the Sandanistas
in Nicaragua and the fall of the Shah of Iran. PRI covered
around 20-25 percent of emerging market FDI then, as
shown in figure 3.2, which covers PRI provided by BU
members only.3
Since the late 1980s, FDI has been on an upward trend
while the portion of FDI covered by PRI has been on a
downward trend, suggesting a growing confidence in
emerging economies as investment destinations. The
decade of the 1990s saw a steady increase in FDI to these
markets as a result of globalization, liberalization and the
opportunities created for foreign investment by the wave
of privatizations, but the proportion of FDI covered by
PRI was considerably smaller than in the early 1980s. In
the latter half of the 1990s, project financing from banks
grew to support investments in infrastructure, fuelling the
demand for PRI. Although this encouraged the growth
of the private insurance market, the proportion of FDI
covered by PRI from BU members (largely ECAs at the
time) was on a downward trend (boxes 3.3 and 3.6).
The rapid growth of FDI to emerging markets between
2003 and 2008 generated further demand for PRI (figure
3.1). However, although PRI provided by BU members
increased in absolute terms (and this included a sig-
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Figure 3.1 FDI flows and
New PRI of Berne Union Members
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Source: World Bank 2009 and Berne Union 2009.

nificant portion of private insurers who had become
members by that time), the ratio of PRI to FDI remained
low at around 10 percent. The decline in the PRI/FDI ratio
reflected the extent to which the overall investment environment in emerging economies was viewed as benign,
even though there was some country differentiation based
on concerns about resource nationalism (particularly in
parts of Latin America and Africa) and political violence in
certain parts of the world.
Although FDI to emerging markets declined significantly in 2009 (chapter 1), it is still expected to be high
compared to historic levels and to rebound in 2010. This
continued interest in investing in emerging markets,
combined with a changing awareness of risk as the
global economic downturn weighs on investors’ minds,
suggests that PRI in relation to FDI could potentially rise.
A significant minority of investors surveyed for this report
(chapter 2) expressed an interest in risk mitigation tools
as a result of the crisis. Whether this potential demand
translates into more insurance coverage going forward
depends on how both governments and the PRI industry
respond in a post-crisis environment.

Box 3.1 The Berne Union
The Berne Union (BU) was founded in 1934 in order to
promote international acceptance of sound principles in
export credit and investment insurance and to exchange
information relating to these activities. Today, the BU
has 73 members (including Prague Club members) comprising mainly export credit agencies (ECAs), multilaterals
and private insurers (see annex 6).4 Most ECAs and multilaterals are BU members, as are large private insurers
such as AIG (now Chartis Insurance), which joined
in 1999, followed by Zurich, Sovereign Risk Insurance
Ltd. and then Chubb in 2004. In October 2008, Hiscox

became the first private insurer underwriting in Lloyd’s to
join the BU. The BU plays an important role in bringing
together the public and private insurers to enhance cooperation and information sharing. Members meet on a
regular basis to discuss industry trends and challenges. In
recent years, there has been a concerted effort on the part
of the BU Secretariat to promote transparency and disclosure in the industry and to represent member interests
in order to promote global trade and investment.

Box 3.2 Political Risk Insurance and its Benefits
PRI captures most, but not all, non-commercial risks. It
covers political events, including the direct and indirect
actions of host governments, which negatively impact
investments and are not promptly or adequately compensated for. PRI refers to a broad range of product lines
that include both trade credit and investment insurance.
For the purposes of this report, it is applied exclusively to
investment insurance.
In addition to providing compensatory value in the event
of claims, PRI can help investors access finance and often
on better terms, increasing the tenors and size of available
loans. Investors are often required to get this insurance in
order to obtain financing from banks. For lenders, PRI can
provide regulatory relief from country risk provisioning
requirements. PRI can also help deter harmful actions by
host governments, help resolve investment disputes and
provide access to best practices in environmental and
social standards.
The following are the political risks commonly insured
by the PRI industry. It is important to note however, that
there are differences in the terminology and definitions
used by the various insurers, particularly between the
public and private insurers.
Expropriation: PRI protects against losses due to host government actions that may reduce or eliminate ownership
or control. It covers outright confiscations, expropriations
and nationalizations, as well as losses resulting from a
series of acts that over time have an expropriatory effect.
Currency Inconvertibility and Transfer Restrictions: PRI
protects against losses arising from an investor’s inability
to convert local currency into foreign exchange and

transfer it out of the host country. It also covers excessive
delays in acquiring foreign exchange. Typically, this
coverage applies to the interruption of interest payments
or repatriation of capital or dividends due to currency
restrictions. It does not cover devaluation risk.
Political Violence: (War, Terrorism and Civil Disturbance):
PRI protects against losses due to the damage of tangible
assets or business interruption caused by war, insurrection,
rebellion, revolution, civil war, vandalism, sabotage, civil
disturbance, strikes, riots and terrorism. Coverage usually
applies to politically motivated acts. Certain insurers offer
terrorism coverage on a stand-alone basis to supplement
property insurance policies, which have largely excluded
terrorism as a peril since September 11.
Breach of Contract/Arbitration Award Default: PRI
protects against losses arising from a host government’s
breach or repudiation of a contractual agreement with an
investor. Claims are usually payable only after an investor
has invoked a dispute resolution mechanism (such as
arbitration), obtained an award for damages and the host
government has failed to honor the award.
Non-Honoring of Sovereign Financial Obligations: PRI
protects against losses resulting from a government’s
failure to make a payment when due under an unconditional financial payment obligation or guarantee given
in favor of a project that otherwise meets an insurer’s
requirements. It does not require the investor to obtain an
arbitral award. This coverage is usually applicable in situations when a sovereign’s financial payment obligation is
unconditional and not subject to defenses.
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Figure 3.2 Ratio of PRI to FDI for Emerging Markets
Percent
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Source: World Bank 2009 and Berne Union 2009.
Note: Figures relate to new PRI from Berne Union members only and to net FDI inflows each year.

Trends in the PRI Industry
The PRI industry is well positioned to respond to any
potential growth in demand for insurance when the postcrisis recovery takes off. It is now mature and resilient
having grown significantly since its modest origins around
the time of the Second World War. Today, the market is
well diversified with a broad range of products. It has
been shaped by numerous crises and events over the
past decade, which have informed better practices within
the industry, refined the product offerings, improved
monitoring and indemnity standards, and strengthened
underwriting procedures (see box 3.6 on the evolution of
the PRI industry).
In the late 1990s, the surge in privatization activities
in emerging economies, particularly in infrastructure,
encouraged the growth and diversification of the private
market—new entrants stimulated competition and started
offering long tenors to cover large, complex projects.
This increased the market share of private providers and
gave rise to improved cooperation between public and
private insurers through reinsurance and coinsurance
arrangements. Such collaborations increased capacity in
the marketplace. The Asian and Russian financial crises of
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the late 1990s, as well as an increase in investor disputes
and claims caused by the failure of governments to honor
their contractual obligations, highlighted product weaknesses and eventually put pressure on insurers to refine
product offerings and provide new coverages to meet
investor needs.
A few years later, September 11 and the Argentine crisis
demonstrated the extreme loss potential for the industry
resulting from terrorism and a country’s economic
meltdown. The events of September 11 transformed terrorism insurance into a catastrophe product and made
the availability of reinsurance a key determinant of private
market capacity. The Argentine crisis raised questions
about the value of PRI, but also demonstrated that the
industry paid claims, and highlighted the ability of the BU
to represent its members’ interests (box 3.4).
The PRI industry’s historical development, as well as
its experience with claims, has helped make it more
resilient over time. It has been able to build reserves in
good years to meet potential claims in tougher times.
Historically, there have been very few claims each year and
they have represented a small portion of the maximum
limit of liability of BU members. Between 1996 and 2008,

Box 3.3 Overview of the PRI market
BU members paid total claims of around $795 million.5
Recoveries of claims for BU members over this period
averaged around 45 percent. Lloyd’s syndicates are
reported to have paid about $608 million in expropriation
claims during the same period.
In addition to being resilient, the PRI industry has
adapted its products over the past decade to respond to
investor demands. The private market has been through
a significant phase of product refinement with regard to
political violence policies, particularly since September
11. These policies now encompass, in combination, all
political perils spanning terrorism through to riot and civil
disturbance, insurrection to rebellion, and war on land
to civil war. More recently, insurers have responded to
pressure from investors to cover more than just arbitral
awards (required under breach of contract cover). Today,
many insurers provide non-honoring or non-payment
cover for sovereign guarantors and borrowers without
requiring investors to go through arbitration. Insurance
policies are also becoming increasingly focused on
identifying and defining investors’ rights as the legal
framework for FDI changes with improved bilateral and
multilateral investment treaties. In spite of these innovations however, the PRI product has not always been fully
understood nor has met investor expectations in the event
of actual claims (as during the Argentine crisis discussed
in box 3.4) This suggests a continuing need for product
evolution and refinement.
The public and private segments of the PRI market
have played complementary roles over time, although
there have been some concerns about competition and
crowding out. While the private PRI market is susceptible
to sharp reductions in capacity, the public insurers are
generally not constrained by this, so they can play an
important role in stabilizing the market during uncertain
times (box 3.5). The early 2000s highlighted the “cyclicality” of private PRI availability and the role of public
insurers. It showed the contrast in the appetite for
business in the late 1990s (when profits were high and
attracted the capital needed to create capacity) with the
post-September 11 period when initially the major losses
eroded capital and decreased capacity in the Lloyd’s
segment of the private market, before reversing track
again some years later (figure 3.4). Throughout this
period, the public insurers, who are largely insulated
from the broader property-casualty market cycles, helped
dampen the amplitude of the cycles in the private market
by maintaining adequate capacity, stable prices
and tenors.
Today, ECAs and multilaterals can play an important
role in augmenting the capacity of the private market
to support the resurgence in FDI flows to emerging
economies. They can potentially fill any gaps caused
by reduced capacity for certain countries in the private
market and can provide capacity for large projects through

The PRI market includes three broad categories of providers
and covers both export or trade credit and investment
insurance. For the purposes of this report, PRI refers to
investment insurance. The public PRI market comprises
both national and multilateral PRI providers. The private
market’s PRI falls into two main categories: (i) political
risk activities similar to those of the public insurers, such
as coverage for investments in emerging markets against
expropriation, political violence and other such risks; and
(ii) emerging market non-payment insurance covering
contract frustration and default by governments.
The National PRI Providers: They comprise national ECAs,
export-import banks, export credit guarantee agencies and
investment insurance entities, which focus on cross-border
trade and investment, generally for constituents in their
own countries. Euler Hermes—PwC (Germany), NEXI
(Japan), OeKB (Austria) and Sinosure (China) account for
about 38 percent of the market share of BU members.
The Multilaterals: The multilateral PRI providers include
the African Trade Insurance Agency, the Inter-Arab
Investment Guarantee Corporation, the Islamic Corporation
for the Insurance of Investment and Export Credit, and
the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency. Other
multilateral agencies such as the World Bank, the Asian
Development Bank, and the Inter-American Development
Bank also provide risk mitigation instruments, such as
partial risk guarantees.6
The Private PRI Market: The private underwriting market
includes about 18 Lloyd’s syndicates and about 10 private
insurance companies. The majority of private insurers are
based in three insurance centers—London, Bermuda and
the United States (primarily New York)—and several of the
larger insurers have offices in Singapore. The private PRI
market forms part of a wider insurance market that offers
protection from political perils either as “stand-alone”
cover, or in combination with commercial credit risk cover.
Due to the complex nature of the private market, brokers
play an important role in promoting and sourcing PRI.
Chartis Insurance (USA), Zurich (USA), Sovereign Risk
Insurance Ltd. (Bermuda) and Chubb (USA) account for
about 43 percent of the market share of BU members.
The Reinsurers: Reinsurance companies write PRI-related
coverage for both trade and investment. Reinsurance is an
underlying factor driving both pricing and capacity in the
private market. Some of the top reinsurers include Munich
Re and Hannover Re of Germany, Swiss Re of Switzerland,
and Berkshire Hathaway/General Re of the USA. ECAs and
multilaterals also participate as reinsurers of PRI, although
on a smaller scale.

Source: 	Data on national and private providers from
		 the Berne Union.
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Box 3.4 Lessons from the Argentine Crisis
In the 1990s, Argentina was amongst the top recipients
of FDI to emerging markets. Although the amount of total
new FDI covered by PRI during the decade was low (figure
3.2), many PRI providers were close to reaching their
maximum capacity for Argentina. By end 1999, however,
the Asian and Russian crises had exposed the weaknesses
of the Argentine economy, particularly the one-to-one peso
to dollar peg that had been introduced in 1992. In the following years, after failing to engineer a recession-induced
price realignment that would keep the peg in place, the
economy deteriorated to such an extent that political
and social pressures led to the fall of the government,
followed by a period of political instability. Between
November 2001 and January 2002, the government froze
all bank deposits and passed an “Emergency Law” that
allowed it to implement a series of measures to prevent
foreign capital outflows. This law revoked the dollar peg
and established a new, lower exchange rate. It converted
all domestic loans denominated in foreign currency into
local currency at the post-devaluation exchange rate,
and froze bank deposits after converting them to pesos
at the pre-devaluation parity (which became known as
“pesification”, whose asymmetric treatment of banks’
balance sheets meant that the financial sector essentially
became insolvent overnight). The law also required prior
approvals for transfer of foreign currency for any purpose,
including servicing foreign loans. In addition, the law
declared that all public contracts that included adjustment
and indexation clauses based on foreign currency were no
longer in effect, but required tariffs to be frozen at the predevaluation exchange rate.
Argentina’s economic and political crisis became a test
case for the PRI industry, as many insurers were faced
with claims and disputes. For the first time, a country’s
economic meltdown had triggered disputes and potential
claims under different covers, including breach of
contract, expropriation, transfer restriction and civil disturbance. Delays on loan repayments, due to the freezing
of bank deposits and the need to obtain government
approval to service foreign loans, resulted in transfer
restrictions claims, and the revocation of the Convertibility
Law gave rise to expropriation claims as investors argued
their investments were no longer viable. A high profile
example was the case of Ponderosa Assets Pvt. Ltd, which
triggered the payment of a claim by OPIC. Ponderosa had
to write off its investment in Argentina after the tariffs
it charged for gas distribution were frozen and set in
pesos using an overvalued exchange rate. The company

Sources: Berne Union 2009; Brown (2004).
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obtained an arbitral award from the International Centre
for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), which
ruled that the Argentine government had breached
the “fair and equitable standard” contained in the BIT
between Argentina and the United States.
The consequences of the Argentine crisis on the PRI
industry were significant. For transfer and convertibility
coverages, the industry was able to obtain an exception
for all BU members from the Central Bank, thereby
allowing borrowers whose foreign loans were insured
by BU members to convert local currency into dollars.
This enabled them to service their loans on time. At the
same time, however, the market faced many claims from
banks in Argentina that were not paid, because the borrowers lacked the necessary local currency to effect a valid
inconvertibility claim. These losses were considered by
many insurers to be commercial in nature and therefore
not within the scope of most PRI policies. Many banks
began to question the value of PRI in the aftermath of the
Argentine crisis, which led to increasing demand for comprehensive cover.7 Despite some disputes with insureds,
claims were paid; it is estimated that about $124 million
was paid out between 2002 and 2006.8 Finally, and more
importantly for expropriation and breach of contract
coverages, the crisis tested the strength of BITs, which
protect investor rights more broadly than traditional PRI
contracts. Forty-eight treaty cases, involving either expropriation and/or breach of contract coverages, have been
filed against Argentina since 2001—45 cases with ICSID
and three under the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Rules. With 19 cases
still pending, almost $1.2 billion has already been awarded
against Argentina, including $508 million for claims that
pre-date the emergency regulations. In cases where the
arbitration has found in favor of the investor, however, the
government has mostly failed to comply, leading to claims
payments. It is also worth noting that in some cases,
ICSID rejected submissions for expropriation (under the
argument that the measures taken by authorities were
not “expropriatory takings” but breaches of contractual
obligations) that had been accepted by PRI providers, but
awarded on the basis that the fair and equitable treatment
provisions contained in BITs were breached. Since this
discrepancy comes from the coverage language, as well
as some of the case particularities, these examples are
another reason why insureds have increased their demand
for comprehensive coverage.

coinsurance and reinsurance arrangements. They can also
encourage investments into countries that are perceived
to be high risk—where private insurers may not take
exposure on their own—through such arrangements.

Impact of the Global Financial Crisis
The current global financial crisis has brought about
a greater awareness of risk, and in mid-2009 certain
segments of the PRI industry had taken a more conservative view of the new risk landscape. For example, Lloyd’s
mirrored the changing environment in a report issued in
June 2009, which highlights some key points, namely that:
(i) continuing economic turmoil could have a significant
impact on the levels of instability and political risk for
global businesses, and this may outlast the recession;
(ii) investment climates in emerging markets may appear
more investor-friendly in the short term, but expropriation
risk may well rise in proportion to the severity of the
recession; and (iii) investors and lenders must continue to
assess expropriation risk on a country-by-country basis.9
Although losses for some private market participants
in certain non-PRI lines of business have influenced the

PRI industry’s outlook, the market as a whole has functioned relatively well in the face of the global downturn.10
BU members’ investment insurance activities continued
to expand in 2008; they booked $59 billion worth of
new business, bringing their outstanding portfolio or
maximum limit of liability in investment insurance to
about $146 billion. However, almost all BU members saw
new business decline in the first half of 2009 compared to
2008. Comparable figures are not available for the Lloyd’s
syndicates.
The PRI industry’s size, risk diversification and robust
underwriting standards and processes have helped ensure
that the impact of the crisis has been absorbed by the
market and that losses have been manageable so far.
In some segments of the private market the crisis has
led to higher selectivity and reduced capacity for certain
countries. However, ECAs are playing a more active role
in both trade credit and investment insurance to support
the global economic recovery. The industry as a whole is
therefore well positioned to respond to any increase in
demand for PRI.
Claims. While there have been trade credit claims from
all over the world since late 2008, investment insurance
claims have so far been limited. Even the expropriation

Figure 3.3 Claims Paid, Recoveries and Premiums of BU Members
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of investments unrelated to the crisis—such as the
well-publicized ones relating to the extractive industries
sector, particularly in Latin America—have not significantly impacted the PRI industry, partly because many of
these investments have not been insured against political
risks. As of June 2009, claims paid by BU members were
low compared to the same period in previous years.
However, several insurers have indicated that they could
see an increase in claims in the near term. Claims for
currency inconvertibility and transfer restrictions are more
likely than other categories of insurance claims during
a financial and economic crisis and there may be some
claims in this area, particularly in Eastern and Central
Europe where the financial sector has been severely
impacted by the crisis (chapter 1). A questionnaire administered by MIGA and the Global Trade Review (GTR) to
Lloyd’s syndicates in mid-2009 to assess the impact of
the crisis on the London underwriting market suggests
that the trend in claims for expropriation and non-

honoring of sovereign guarantees has been increasing in
the past few years and may well continue in the
medium term.
Demand. The post-crisis investment environment could
translate into an increased interest in PRI products for
emerging markets, as suggested by the investor survey
discussed in chapter 2. This would be consistent with
historical patterns, which show that investors and lenders
have sought PRI in the aftermath of global or regional
crises. For example, in 1999 when Asian economies
started to recover after the Asian crisis, new PRI business
reported by BU members increased in absolute terms. In
a questionnaire completed by insurers and brokers from
the London insurance market in June 2009, more than
half of the respondents noted that interest in PRI across
all risk covers had increased by up to 10 percent since
the beginning of the current crisis. But it is important to
note that this does not necessarily translate into increased

Figure 3.4 Available Capacity per Risk in the Private Insurance Market
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actual business right away. As noted earlier, BU members
reported a decline in new PRI business for the first half
of 2009; this could be related to a number of factors
including that new investment plans may have been on
hold during the past several months. About 70 percent
of the respondents polled in a BU survey of September
2009 noted that actual demand for investment PRI was
unchanged in the past three months, whereas 10 percent
reported an increase of 10-20 percent.
Interviews with brokers and insurers in Singapore in
September 2009 revealed that in many cases, interest and
applications for PRI were on the rise, but that this had not
necessarily translated into increased new business yet.11
While the crisis initially shook investor confidence, this
now appears to have largely returned, and Asian investors
are looking more optimistically at a post-crisis environment and are in a relatively strong position to explore
opportunities for investments such as in infrastructure
and other sectors in the region. Countries such as China,
India and Indonesia also present huge domestic markets
with attractive investment possibilities. Risk tolerance
for investments within the region appears to remain
high, but the crisis has created a better awareness of the
potential for political and country risks. Banks are much
more cautious about providing project finance, and there
is much greater scrutiny of project proposals. Therefore,
demand for PRI from banks will be limited on the one
hand, but on the other, PRI will likely be sought for project
finance deals that do go forward. Under Basel II,12
banks using PRI may benefit from lower provisioning
requirements, but the extent to which this will be achieved
still remains to be seen.
Globally, many investors have been seeking coverage for
existing investments. It is estimated that a significant
portion of the new cover requested and extended in
some segments of the London underwriting market as of
mid-June 2009 was for existing investments, principally
because there were fewer new project finance undertakings as a result of the global economic downturn.
Investors already have significant exposure to emerging
markets with the stock of FDI totaling $4 trillion at end2008. As only a fraction of this is covered by PRI, demand
for existing investments could increase further.
Capacity. As noted earlier, capacity is not generally an
issue in the public PRI market, but it is one very measurable aspect of the private market. This has so far held
steady in the private market despite the crisis. While
the tougher economic environment slightly reduced the
political and commercial risk capacity for trade transactions, the PRI market capacity for political risks covering
investments rose slightly from a maximum of $1.08
billion per risk ceiling in early 2008 to $1.32 billion by
early 2009. However, some private insurers, notably those
that suffered significant losses in trade-related PRI, have
reduced their capacity in all PRI-related business lines.

Box 3.5 Public versus Private
Insurers

The motivation that drives the public and
private markets is fundamentally different.
National insurers have strict mandates from
their governing authorities to serve constituent
interests, and multilateral institutions ensure
that their activities are consistent with broad
development goals. Public insurers are not
subject to shareholder pressures for profitability
and many have relatively high capacity ceilings.
Unlike their private counterparts, they largely
maintain their capacity and tenors for insuring
emerging market investments during times of
crisis, and therefore tend to provide stability
in the market. However, as their activities are
usually governed by fairly rigid mandates, their
ability to provide PRI may be limited not so
much by capital but by policy considerations.
Unlike their public counterparts, the private
insurers are driven by the need to make
profits and are free from government-dictated
mandates. The commercial profit orientation
of private insurers allows them to be more
responsive to customer needs for product variations or complementary products (e.g. credit,
bonds, property and casualty etc.), but it also
means that they react (in terms of the supply
of PRI) when market conditions deteriorate.
Their overall capacity is directly influenced by
their capital, the profit and loss potential of
each insurance line and the availability, conditions and cost of reinsurance. Since capital is
fungible, the availability of capital to write new
PRI policies is affected by losses not only in
their PRI line of business but by other insurance
lines as well. As their capital is allocated purely
on a risk-return basis, capacity can be withdrawn
from PRI in order to seek more profitable or
safer returns in other business lines.¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Box 3.6 The Evolution of the PRI Industry

From the Second World War to the 1980s
The global PRI market for investment has grown significantly since its modest origins dating back to the activities
of credit insurers and state-owned ECAs around the time
of the Second World War. One of the first extensions of
PRI investment cover came with the Marshall Plan in 1948,
when the US government began a program of issuing
PRI to encourage US investments for the rebuilding of
post-war Europe. The concerns of investors at the time
were the likelihood of currency controls, the threat of
Soviet communism and socialist movements in Europe,
and the possibility of another war. So the risks insured
were currency inconvertibility in 1948 (the first policy
issued was against inconvertibility of the British pound),
expropriation in 1951 and political violence in 1956. The
program was subsequently expanded to include developing
countries and transferred to OPIC in 1969. The years
following the Second World War also saw a significant
increase in the number of official ECAs providing PRI.
As the colonial era ended during the 1960s and 1970s,
many of the newly independent and socialist-leaning
developing countries emphasized indigenous industrialization and import substitution. This began a wave of
confiscations, nationalizations and expropriations, which
led foreign companies to seek protection through PRI.
The rise of the Sandinistas in Nicaragua in the 1970s and
the fall of the Shah of Iran in 1979 led to further expropriations and increased demands for PRI. As ECAs could
not adequately respond to the demands of investors due
to their restrictive mandates, private insurers stepped in,
even though they had limited capacity, wrote policies of
short tenors and could not cover land-based war risks
or project financiers lending to foreign enterprises. By
the late 1970s, PRI had become an established class of
business in the London underwriting market with Lloyd’s
syndicates taking the lead, followed by AIG in 1979. In
time, the private market began building a business that
public insurers could not provide, but since they only
offered insurance for up to 3 years compared to the 15-20
years provided by the public insurers, the latter continued
to dominate the PRI marketplace until the late 1990s.
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In the 1980s, the private PRI market was maturing,
but still remained small. The decade started with the
recession of 1980-83, which hit developing countries
worse than their industrialized peers and spawned an
international debt crisis. With many Latin American
countries in default, commercial banks began reducing
new lending, which triggered a wider decrease in both
debt and FDI flows to developing countries and a fall in
demand for PRI. In the wake of this crisis and against a
backdrop where FDI was seen as a solution to supporting
emerging economies, a number of governments took the
initiative to create MIGA in 1988, giving it a mandate to
promote FDI.
The PRI Boom of the Late 1990s
Over the 1990s, FDI flows to emerging economies
steadily increased as a result of globalization, liberalization and particularly the privatization of public infrastructure. This opened up tremendous opportunities
for foreign investment, giving rise to increased demand
for PRI. For BU members, the decade saw an almost
three-fold increase in the total outstanding exposure of
investment insurance, rising from around $24 billion in
1992 to about $61 billion by 1999, with new business
per year increasing from $7 billion to $14 billion over
the same period. In the private PRI market, regulations
changed to allow Lloyd’s syndicates to provide insurance
to banks to cover project finance for foreign investments,
and by 1995, the first long-term PRI policy was placed at
Lloyd’s for a power project in a developing country. In
1996, AIG started offering longer tenors for PRI and by
the end of the decade several new private insurers were
offering comparable tenors. Sovereign Risk Insurance
Ltd. of Bermuda, backed by Ace and XL, was established
in 1997, and the following year, Zurich started providing
PRI with long tenors. The Lloyd’s syndicates also altered
their line structures to keep pace with the new corporate
players.
The private PRI market landscape had fundamentally
changed by the early 2000s. Coverage capacity for a single
risk grew from $250 million in 1992 to more than
$1 billion in 2000 and tenors lengthened from 3 to 15

years. The private market had not only survived the crises
of the early 1990s, such as the Gulf War and the break-up
of the Soviet Union, but was now able to compete against
the public insurers with clear advantages in terms of
eligibility, speed, flexibility and even pricing. As a result,
projects that would previously only have found PRI cover
in the public market were now being insured privately,
often by underwriters with global offices. The private
market had grown to become a significant presence by
2000. This period of high growth with modest claims
stimulated competition and innovation as existing
insurers tried to improve their offerings to maintain
market share and meet demand, while new private
entrants tried to keep pace.
The expanding marketplace gave rise to increased cooperation among insurers, which not only increased capacity
in the market, but enhanced the deterrence benefits
for both insurers and their clients. The late 1990s also
brought on new demands from investors and lenders for
improvements in PRI products. These demands arose not
only as a result of the financial crises in Asia, the Russian
Federation and Latin America, but also because of an
increase in investor disputes and claims in the late 1990s,
caused by the failure of governments to honor their contractual obligations or to uphold regulatory regimes. For
example, in 1997, Pakistan repudiated power purchase
agreements, and in 1997-98 Indonesia cancelled several
power projects under construction.
The events of September 11, 2001 and the Argentine
crisis fundamentally changed perceptions of risk for
both investors and insurers. These events represented
a watershed in the evolution of the PRI market with farreaching consequences. The terrorist attacks resulted in
the largest insurance loss ever recorded—estimates range
from $40-$100 billion in claims across multiple classes
of coverage. This resulted in a dramatic reduction in reinsurance capital, leaving the industry in shock and causing
some reinsurers to exit the PRI market completely. Even
though the primary PRI market did not suffer direct losses

from the attacks, capacity—as measured by the maximum
coverage available for any single transaction—decreased
dramatically, while tenors of policies shortened and
premiums increased. Significantly, the availability of reinsurance emerged as a key determinant of private market
capacity and tenor in the post-September 11 period. The
terrorist attacks highlighted the extreme loss potential of
political risk for the insurance market, and reinforced an
intense debate within the industry as to whether terrorism
on this scale could be insured. What had previously been
viewed as a relatively minor risk by the private insurance
industry was now seen as too large and unpredictable
to be taken on as unlimited liability, and most property
underwriters began excluding it from their general
insurance contracts.
The PRI market was also hit by elevated claims in the
wake of the Argentine crisis, which was triggered by the
collapse of the peso after the government abandoned
the currency’s peg to the US dollar. Losses stemming
from the events of September 11 and the Argentine crisis
eroded capital, particularly in the private PRI market.
Many private insurers were forced to shorten their tenors
and amounts of coverage per risk. The Lloyd’s syndicates’
market share dropped significantly by 2002 (figure 3.4). By
the end of 2003, corporate scandals, such as those that
engulfed Enron and WorldCom, further diluted confidence
in major international companies and the global economy,
causing private PRI capacity to shrink further. All through
this period, the public insurers played a stabilizing role by
maintaining capacity, as well as stable prices and tenors.
FDI into emerging markets started growing again in 2003
and by 2006 it started accelerating with an accompanying
increase in demand for PRI. By then, the major reinsurers
had been able to rebuild their balance sheets, leading to
signs of recovery in the private insurance marketplace.
The aggregate per risk PRI capacity offered in the private
market went back up to over the $1 billion mark by 2008.

Sources: Moran (2004); Heppel (2005); Meron (1976); Salinger (2004); Berry (2008); Bailey (2004).
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The overall increase in capacity followed a steadily rising
trend in the past several years, from a low of $733 million
per risk ceiling in 2002 after the events of September 11.
For BU members, a survey conducted in the first half of
2009 revealed that two-thirds of them either maintained
or increased their risk capacity for PRI.

relating to structured finance, trade credit insurance and
credit default swaps. For example, Swiss Re, one of the
three largest reinsurers of PRI, suffered major losses
on exposures to non-PRI related structured finance
instruments and therefore reduced exposure to some of
its other lines of business.13 However, there were no indications that Munich Re and Hannover Re, the two other
largest players, had planned reductions in capacity for PRI
as of mid-2009.14

Although overall capacity in the private market does not
appear to be a major concern so far, there are some
countries where market appetite is limited because of
the past level of demand, the level of potential claims or
the perceived increase in risk. In some cases, increased
trade credit insurance has built up significant country
exposures, limiting the ability of insurers to write new
policies for investment PRI. However, capacity in the
overall PRI market is not expected to be a major issue
going forward, especially as public insurers generally do
not face similar constraints. In Asia, for example, they are
seen as potentially playing a role in supporting the vast
infrastructure development requirements of the region,
which the private insurers would be unable to handle on
their own.

Although the global economy is stabilizing and confidence
in future economic growth is returning, the extent to
which reinsurance capacity is available for the coming
years will inevitably depend upon the primary insurance
market’s results and how it performs in terms of claims.
As the financial crisis has not been as protracted as
expected, and there has been a relatively rapid recovery
in some key financial indicators, reinsurers may leave
capacity intact for the coming year, but this will not be
known until the reinsurance renewals are determined by
early 2010. The crisis has resulted in far greater scrutiny
of risks by both insurers and reinsurers, and an enhanced
interest of market participants to assess and monitor
closely the ability of counterparts to honor their obligations.15

Reinsurance. The reinsurance market has proved resilient
during the global financial crisis, demonstrating the
strength of reinsurer capital and liquidity management
processes. Reinsurers continued to provide capacity
for the primary PRI market during 2008 despite the
fact that the crisis brought about major losses to some
reinsurers, stemming from exposures to business lines

Pricing. The increasing perception of political risk in
emerging markets has had some impact on the pricing
of insurance since 2007, reversing the downward trend
which started in 2001 when average premiums earned

Figure 3.5 Ratio of Premiums to Maximum Limit of Liability for BU Members
Percent
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

Source: Berne Union 2009.
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accounted for around 0.9 percent of the total exposure
(maximum limit of liability) assumed by BU members;
by 2007, this ratio was around 0.5 percent (figure 3.5).
Tight financing spreads during the years preceding the
financial crisis may have put downward pressure on the
price of political risk. By 2008, however, pricing adjusted
upwards and the ratio of average premiums to total
exposure went up to 0.6 percent, but was still well below
the levels observed in the early 2000s. The response of
the PRI industry to the current economic and financial
environment is still evolving and could further impact
pricing16 (see annex 7 for a list of selected factors affecting
the pricing of PRI).

Political Risk Insurance and
South-based Investors
Over the past several years, South-based multinationals,
particularly from the BRIC countries, have become a
growing source of FDI to emerging markets, as highlighted in chapter 1. While these companies remain optimistic about their future investment plans, political risk
features prominently in their concerns about developing
countries (chapter 2). In Asia, as in some other parts of
the world, these investors retain a strong risk appetite
despite the global crisis, but this is tempered with a
greater awareness of political and country risk.

Box 3.7 China: Sinosure’s Growth in Investment Insurance
With China’s tremendous economic growth of the past
two decades has come an increase in outward investment
flows, encouraged by the government’s “going global”
strategy, which supports domestic enterprises investing
abroad. Various measures have been introduced across
government agencies to support this strategy, including
new regulations, fiscal incentives and financial assistance.
Today, the Chinese are very proactive overseas investors—
FDI outflows from China have steadily increased from
$11.3 billion in 2005 to $53.5 billion in 2008.
Sinosure plays a key role supporting this strategy, in
particular as Chinese investors expand their activities to

New PRI Business
New PRIfor
Business for
Outward Investment
Outward Investment
$ billion
$ billion
6

6

5

5

4

4

3

Portfolio Portfolio
Exposure Exposure
by region by region
Percent
Percent

15

3

2

2

1

1

0
2005

0
2006

South-East Asia, Africa and South America and diversify
investments beyond trade-related industries and manufacturing. The agency was established in 2001 to promote
exports and cross-border investments through export
credit and investment insurance, covering both outward
and inward investment. Sinosure’s portfolio exposure
grew an impressive ten-fold from 2005 to 2008 as did
new PRI business supporting outward investment, which
reached $5.3 billion in 2008. The agency’s total PRI
portfolio exposure is $6.6 billion, with the highest regional
allocations in Asia at $4.7 billion, followed by Africa at
$1 billion.

2007 2006
2008 2007
2005

Africa

15

Africa

0.3 America

0.3 America
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Asia

72

Asia

13

Europe

13
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Source: Berne Union 2009, Sinosure 2009, World Bank 2009.
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The growth of South-based investment could shape the
PRI industry in the future, both in the private and public
markets. Some private insurers have been setting up field
offices in other countries, in part to capture cross-border
business from this group of investors. And in the public
market, a few national ECAs that traditionally focused on
export credit have been seeing an increasing interest in
investment insurance. Many have been encouraged by
their governments to step in and support their national
investors in the aftermath of the crisis. As South-South
cross border investments increase and demand grows
for PRI to support these investments, particularly in

New PRI Business
forBusiness for
New PRI
Outward Investment
Outward Investment
$ billion
$ billion
6

large-scale projects such as infrastructure and natural
resources, the scope for greater cooperation between
the public and private segments of the PRI market will
expand.
Public Insurers and South-based Investors
The evolution of ECAs and their PRI product offerings
are linked with the outward investment strategies of their
countries. For the most part, trade continues to dominate
their activities, even amongst the ECAs of the BRIC

Portfolio Exposure
Portfolio Exposure
by region by region
Percent
Percent

6

5
5 Trade Insurance Agency
Box 3.8 The
African
4

15

Africa

0.3 America

4

The African 3Trade Insurance
3 Agency (ATI) was set up
in 2001 to provide insurance for trade and investment
2
2
in its African member countries.
In 2008, the agency’s
new business
in
both
trade
1
1 and investment reached
about $779 million, demonstrating its ability to respond
0 needs during
0 the global financial crisis.
to the region’s
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Investment insurance accounts
for 92
percent of the
agency’s overall portfolio exposure. ATI has issued PRI
policies for investment totaling approximately $660
million since 2003. Currently, over 90 percent of ATI’s
outstanding exposure in investment insurance supports
South-South investment deals. South African project
sponsors have been active users of the agency’s insurance

72

15

Africa

0.3 America

Asia

72 Asia insurance
facilities. ATI’s sector exposure in investment
13
Europe
13 Europe
is well balanced with tourism, technology
and mining
accounting for about 60 percent of the total outstanding
portfolio. The agency is focused on increasing its membership and expanding partnerships with other insurance
entities, both regionally and globally. As part of a growth
strategy for 2009-2011, it plans to open a number of
regional offices, adding to existing offices in Uganda and
Zambia.
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countries. For India’s Export Credit Guarantee Corporation
(ECGC), investment insurance has accounted for a very
small part of its activities in the past few years, despite
the growth of outbound investment by Indian firms. This
is partly because a significant amount of FDI from India
is bound for industrialized countries. As Indian companies increase their investments in emerging markets,
the need for PRI is expected to rise and greater capacity
from ECGC or other insurers may be required to meet the
potential increase in demand. In China, Sinosure was set
up in 2001, and by 2008 its new PRI business supporting
outward investment amounted to $5.3 billion, and its total
outstanding portfolio of investment insurance was $6.6
billion (box 3.7). Brazil and Russia do not have their own
national investment insurance schemes, so investors from
these countries rely on private or multilateral sources.
In addition to national agencies, several multilateral
organizations provide PRI for South-based investors,
such as the Asian Development Bank, the Islamic
Corporation for the Insurance of Investment and Export
Credit (ICIEC), the Inter-Arab Investment Guarantee
Corporation, the African Trade Insurance Agency (ATI)
and MIGA. These multilaterals play an important role in
providing PRI in countries where the volume of crossborder business does not justify the establishment of
national insurance agencies. ATI expects demand for PRI

Figure 3.6 Share of South-based
investment insurance providers
in new business*
$ billion

to continue increasing as country risk profiles change in
the Africa region and prospects for long-term investments
in biofuels, infrastructure and telecommunications
grow (box 3.8) ICIEC provides a niche product for the
Middle East region, offering insurance facilities that are
in accordance with Shariah principles.17 Although its
investment insurance activity is still a small share of its
total business, it has grown to comprise 16 percent of its
total portfolio in 1429 H. (Islamic calendar year approximately equivalent to 2008) compared to 6 percent in the
previous year.
The Private Insurers Focus on South-based Investors
The private PRI market has been developing a growing
presence outside of London, New York and Bermuda
to capture the rising demand for both trade credit and
investment insurance from South-based investors. In
Asia, for example, Singapore is becoming an insurance
hub with several brokers and insurers, as well as a few
Lloyd’s syndicates, now established there. The crisis has
increased risk awareness within the region, and as higher
selectivity and reduced capacity for certain countries constrain the ability of some private insurers to fully respond
to potential increases in PRI demand, there is scope for
cooperation with regional ECAs and multilaterals. This is
particularly true for the support of infrastructure development, which presents vast opportunities for private
investment in the region and may well require increasing
amounts of PRI. As noted earlier, banks in particular are
likely to want to protect their project finance undertakings
following the crisis.
Trends in South-based Investment Insurance

60

New business reported by South-based PRI providers
who are members of the BU increased from about $800
million to about $5.3 billion between 2005 and 2008.18
Although this is small compared to the BU’s total new PRI
business, representing just over 9 percent in 2008—it is a
growing trend (figure 3.6). There are six such insurers, all
of whom are public.19 The largest by far is Sinosure, which
accounts for most of the growth in the PRI business of
South-based BU members.
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Source: Berne Union 2009.

9.1%
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In a MIGA survey of PRI providers carried out in 2007,
the majority of respondents expected demand for PRI by
South-based investors to increase in the medium term.20
It was reported then that the key factors hindering the
purchase of PRI were the lack of perceived need and the
lack of awareness of PRI’s benefits as a risk mitigation
instrument. While the former has changed slightly in part
as a result of the crisis, there is still scope for improving
awareness of the product.
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Going forward, changing global investment patterns,
with the rise of outward investment from emerging
markets, will present opportunities and challenges
for the PRI industry. Cultural differences and evolving
sectoral requirements underscore the need for more
tailored investment insurance products. At present, many
South-based investors feel there is a lack of appropriate
risk mitigation tools to meet their needs and many cited
factors such as cumbersome procedures and the narrow
scope of insurance coverage as reasons for not using
PRI (as reported in the BRIC investor survey discussed in
chapter 2). Lack of product awareness and costs are also
factors. The challenge for the industry will be to extend its
reach and bring about a greater awareness of the benefits
of PRI across a number of emerging markets, as well as to
refine current product offerings to meet the specific needs
of a relatively new group of South-based multinational
investors.

Conclusion
The anticipated rebound in FDI to developing countries,
together with concerns over political risks from investors
from both industrialized and emerging markets, will
continue to underpin demand for political risk insurance.
PRI, however, is one option among a range of instruments
used to mitigate risk, and is expected to remain a specialized product primarily used for complex projects and
destinations perceived as the riskiest. The global survey
indicated that the proportion of respondents using PRI
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for investments in high-risk countries was almost twice
as high as the average (chapter 2). Yet, these destinations only absorb a fraction of FDI, most of which has
been, and is expected to remain, directed at a handful of
countries (chapter 1).
Insurance can only cover part of investors political risk
concerns. In addition, political perils that can be covered
have manifested themselves in ways that neither insurers
nor insureds had expected. Events such as the Asian
crisis in 1997, the Russian moratorium in 1998 and the
Argentine peso’s crisis in 2002 have highlighted both the
strengths and shortcomings in traditional PRI cover and
have underlined the need for continuous product development in order to meet investors’ expectations.
Product innovation and flexibility are only some of the
challenges that face the PRI industry. Much remains
to be done to expand awareness of the industry and
the services it provides, especially with investors from
emerging markets. If they are to capture a larger share of
this growing market segment, PRI providers from both
industrialized and developing countries need to intensify
their efforts to improve presence and tailor products to
the needs of this group of investors. Developing uniform
definitions and concepts, as well as improving data
transparency, would help better assess the impact of the
industry and promote understanding of its products and
how the PRI market works.

Chapter Three—Endnotes

1

Information on the PRI industry has long been an issue,
particularly in the private market where data is either
difficult to access or simply not disclosed. The private
market’s size is therefore difficult to estimate and comparisons with other insurers are complicated by the fact
that market definitions, categorizations and terms vary
across insurers. These include differences in defining what
constitutes the PRI market for investment, what activities
are covered and the characterization and booking of
premiums. Nonetheless, a market size of over $1 billion
seems a reasonable estimate as the total premiums for
BU members was $852 million in 2008, and market participants estimate that for Lloyd’s syndicates it was about
$60 million (GBP35 million) for policies booked under
the political risk (PR) code. A few Prague Club members,
who are not members of the BU, also generate some
premium income. The PR code is a reasonable proxy for
Lloyd’s PRI premiums for investment insurance although
there is a downward bias as some political risk covers are
excluded (such as political violence for emerging market
investments and breach of contract) because they are
complicated to separate out from the cover provided for
trade credit insurance.
2
For the purposes of this report, the term PRI is applied
exclusively to investment insurance.
3
It should be noted that the available data on PRI do not
capture the entire PRI market. Furthermore, it is difficult
to separate out gross and net PRI figures in some cases,
and there are also inconsistencies in the way data are
reported.
4
	The Berne Union Prague Club was started in 1993 by the
Berne Union with funding from the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). It is an information exchange network for new and maturing insurers
of export credit and investment. The Prague Club supports
members in developing their export credit and investment
insurance schemes and facilities by hosting technical discussions at twice-yearly meetings, as well as by facilitating
ad-hoc information exchanges. A number of Prague Club
members have gone on to meet the requirements for full
Berne Union membership.
5
	This does not include claims paid by private insurance
companies in the earlier years, however, as they were not
yet members of the BU.
6
	A partial risk guarantee covers private lenders against the
risk of government failure to honor contractual obligations
relating to private projects.
7
Comprehensive cover is the term used for insurance that
covers both political and commercial risk. The cover is

comprehensive in the sense that it is not limited to a particular risk (e.g. political risk) or a subset of risks. Thus,
a comprehensive insurance policy on a loan to a private
borrower would not only protect against transfer risk,
expropriation or political violence, but also against the borrower’s insolvency or lack of liquidity.
8
Berne Union data.
9
	Lloyd’s and Control Risks (2009).
10
Based on the views of a group of Lloyd’s syndicates and
London brokers at a roundtable held on June 23, 2009,
organized by MIGA and GTR.
11
MIGA conducted interviews with several private insurers
and brokers based in Singapore in September 2009.
12
	The capital allocation framework commonly known as
Basel II entered into effect in 2007. This framework aims
at enhancing the quality of banks’ lending by making
capital allocation (the amount of capital that banks must
set aside to cover for losses) much more risk sensitive. As
compared to the previous framework (Basel I), Basel II
requires less capital for investment grade credits and more
capital for sub-investment grade credits.
13
	Swiss Re took a $1.2 billion loss on derivatives activity in
2008. The Reinsurer with a Plan to Reassure, Financial
Times, July 20, 2009.
14
Based on discussions MIGA staff had with reinsurers in
June 2009.
15
When reinsuring portfolios, primary insurers exchange
insurance risk (the probability of occurrence of an insured
peril) for credit risk (the probability that the reinsurer will
not be able to honor its liability). In the past, insurers in
other business lines have experienced unexpected losses
by purchasing reinsurance from companies that could not
pay their share of the loss.
16

	Since premium income is only reported annually for BU
members, the 2009 data are not yet available.
17
	Among other things, these principles support mutual
cooperation of policyholders, collective sharing of losses,
distribution of surpluses to policyholders after meeting
statutory reserve obligations, and requires exclusion from
cover goods prohibited under Shariah and the accruing of
interest from export credit or investment loans.
18
Categorization of South-based insurers is based on the
World Bank’s classification of developing countries.
19
	These include the national insurers of China, Turkey,
Mexico, South Africa and India, as well as a regional
provider - the Islamic Corporation for the Insurance of
Investment and Export Credit (ICIEC).
20
In 2007, MIGA carried out a survey of 68 PRI providers
and the overall response rate was 35 percent.
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Annex 1 Net FDI Inflows, 2000-2008
$ billion

2000

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008e

World

1,217

724

625

562

707

973

1,381

1,865

1,513

Developed Countries

1,058

558

472

407

492

694

1,023

1,345

927

Developing Countries
Latin America and
the Caribbean
Argentina

159.95

165.99

152.51

155.46

215.34

279.15

358.41

519.98

586.00

79.49

72.06

53.03

42.27

64.92

70.82

71.65

107.52

124.76

10.42

2.17

2.15

1.65

4.12

5.27

4.84

6.46

7.98

Brazil

32.78

22.46

16.59

10.14

18.17

15.19

18.78

34.58

45.06

Chile

4.86

4.20

2.55

4.31

7.17

6.67

7.95

14.46

17.08

Colombia

2.39

2.52

2.14

1.76

3.12

10.37

6.46

9.04

10.56

17.94

29.43

21.10

15.01

22.47

19.88

19.22

24.69

18.59

Mexico

64

2001

Peru

0.81

1.14

2.16

1.34

1.60

2.58

3.47

5.34

7.50

Venezuela, R.B.
East Asia and
the Pacific
China

4.70

3.68

0.78

2.04

1.48

2.58

(0.54)

0.65

1.72

45.17

48.92

59.40

56.77

70.35

104.36

105.15

175.34

185.14

38.40

44.24

49.31

47.08

54.94

79.13

78.09

138.41

147.80

Indonesia

(4.55)

(2.98)

0.15

(0.60)

1.90

8.34

5.58

6.93

8.34

Malaysia

3.79

0.55

3.20

2.47

4.62

3.97

6.06

8.46

8.00

Philippines

2.24

0.20

1.54

0.49

0.69

1.85

2.35

2.93

1.50

Thailand

3.37

5.06

3.34

5.24

5.86

8.05

9.01

9.50

10.19

Vietnam

1.30

1.30

1.40

1.45

1.61

1.95

2.32

6.70

7.00

South Asia

4.36

6.14

6.71

5.39

7.78

10.26

23.16

29.93

47.46

India

3.58

5.47

5.63

4.32

5.77

6.68

17.45

22.95

35.00

Pakistan
Europe and Central
Asia
Bulgaria

0.31

0.38

0.82

0.53

1.12

2.20

4.27

5.33

8.48

19.78

20.64

18.51

30.53

55.49

62.83

114.94

154.42

173.77

1.00

0.81

0.90

2.10

2.66

4.25

5.17

8.97

9.20

Croatia

1.08

1.34

1.13

2.05

1.08

1.79

3.38

4.92

3.84

Kazakhstan

1.28

2.83

2.59

2.09

4.16

1.97

6.14

10.19

14.54

Poland

9.34

5.71

4.13

4.59

13.09

10.36

19.20

22.96

16.53

Romania

1.04

1.16

1.14

1.84

6.44

6.48

11.39

9.49

13.22

Russian Federation

2.71

2.75

3.46

7.96

15.44

12.89

30.83

55.07

70.32

Turkey

0.98

3.35

1.14

1.75

2.88

9.80

20.07

22.20

18.19

Ukraine
Middle East and
North Africa
Algeria

0.60

0.79

0.69

1.42

1.72

7.81

5.60

9.89

10.69

4.47

4.07

4.71

7.55

6.86

14.07

25.02

24.22

22.50

0.44

1.11

1.07

0.63

0.88

1.08

1.80

1.66

2.00

Egypt, Arab Rep.

1.24

0.51

0.65

0.24

1.25

5.38

10.04

11.58

9.49

Morocco

0.22

0.14

0.08

2.31

0.79

1.55

2.70

1.62

2.33

Tunisia

0.75

0.46

0.79

0.54

0.59

0.72

3.27

1.62

1.76

Sub-Saharan Africa

6.68

14.16

10.16

12.95

9.94

16.82

18.50

28.56

32.37

South Africa

0.97

7.27

0.74

0.78

0.70

6.52

(0.12)

5.75

9.67

Angola

0.88

2.15

1.67

3.50

1.45

(1.30)

(0.04)

(0.89)

2.26

Nigeria

1.14

1.19

1.87

2.01

1.87

2.01

5.45

6.09

3.63

Sudan

0.39

0.57

0.71

1.35

1.51

2.30

3.53

2.43

2.20

Source: World Bank 2009, and latest revised estimates.
e
Estimate
Note: Figures in brackets represent negative numbers.
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Annex 2 Net Private Capital Inflows to Emerging Markets, 2005-2008
$ billion

2005

2006

2007

2008e

Net private inflows

187

206

281

203

Net FDI inflows

104

105

175

185

Net private inflows

192

311

472

251

Net FDI inflows

63

115

155

171

Net private inflows

113

85

216

128

Net FDI inflows

71

72

108

125

Net private inflows

19

25

21

23

Net FDI inflows

14

25

24

23

Net private inflows

25

72

113

66

Net FDI inflows

10

23

30

48

Net private inflows

33

40

55

36

Net FDI inflows

17

19

29

32

East Asia and Pacific

Europe and Central Asia

Latin America and the Caribbean

Middle East and North Africa

South Asia

Sub-Saharan Africa

Source: World Bank 2009
e
Estimate
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Annex 3 MIGA-EIU Political Risk Survey 2009
The data provided below are based on a survey conducted on MIGA’s behalf by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU).
The survey was conducted in June 2009, and contains the responses of 351 executives from multinational enterprises
around the world. Quota sampling was used to ensure that the industry and geographic composition of the survey
sample approximate actual FDI outflows’: following a first round of responses to the questionnaire, additional email
campaigns targeting respondents in specific sectors or locations were conducted until all demographic quotas were met.
All respondents are involved in, or familiar with, their company’s investment plans in emerging markets and 47 percent
describe themselves as board members or C-level executives. They represent companies with global annual revenues of
$500 million or more and 37 percent exceed $10 billion on an annual basis.

What are your organisation’s global annual revenues in dollars?
Percent of respondents

$500m to $1bn
$1bn to $5bn
$5bn to $10bn
$10bn or more
0

10

20

30

40

1. How do you expect your company’s planned investments abroad to change
Survey Questions:
this year compared with last year?

1. How do you expect your company’s planned investments abroad to change this
year compared with last year? And over the next three years compared with the
previous three years?
Percent of respondents

0

10

20

30

This year compared with last year
Next three years compared with the previous
three years
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2. Do you expect your company to shift its foreign investments from
emerging to developed markets, or vice versa this year?

2. Do you expect your company to shift its foreign investments from emerging to
developed markets, or vice versa this year? And over the next three years?
Percent of respondents

0
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20

30

40

50

60

This year
Over the next three years
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3. What are the five main emerging
market destinations for your company’s direct investments abroad
today? And, in what five emerging
markets does your company plan the
highest level of new investment over
the next three years?
Percent of respondents

Nepal
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Uganda
Ethiopia
Sudan
Tanzania
Yemen, Rep.
Afghanistan
Congo, Dem. Rep.
Bangladesh
Ghana
Uzbekistan
Iraq
Mozambique
Venezuela, RB
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
Kenya
Peru
Colombia
Algeria
Nigeria
Philippines
Morocco
Egypt, Arab Rep.
Indonesia
Thailand
Vietnam
Argentina
Malaysia
Ukraine
Other
Romania
Turkey
South Africa
Mexico
Poland
Brazil
Russian Federation
India
China
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Today
Over the next
three years
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4. In your opinion, which of the following emerging markets are the riskiest to
invest in today? Select up to five countries.

4. In your opinion, which of the
following emerging markets are the
riskiest to invest in today? Select up to
five countries
Percent of respondents

Romania
Peru
Morocco
Brazil
Turkey
Poland
Philippines
Malaysia
India
Egypt, Arab Rep.
Thailand
Indonesia
Vietnam
South Africa
Other
Mexico
Ghana
Tanzania
Algeria
Kenya
China
Bangladesh
Uganda
Argentina
Mozambique
Colombia
Sri Lanka
Nepal
Uzbekistan
Ukraine
Ethiopia
Russian Federation
Yemen, Rep.
Venezuela, RB
Nigeria
Congo, Dem. Rep.
Pakistan
Sudan
Iraq
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Afghanistan
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
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5. In your opinion, which of the following factors will pose the greatest conQ5. Other: Business in a state of transition, change in strategy, embargos, Inflation, lack of investment protection scheme, Our
straint
on investments by your company in emerging markets this year and over
Sanction, Security risks, war.
the next three years? (Select up to three)
Percent of respondents

Increased government intervention
Corruption
Political risk
Limited market opportunities
Macroeconomic instability
Infrastructure capacity
Access to qualified staff
Access to financing
Other
8. How has the current global financial crisis affected your company’s view of the following items?
Don’t know
0

10

20

30

40

50

This year
Over the next three years

6. How has the current global financial crisis affected your company’s view of
the following items?
Percent of respondents

0

20

Perception of political risk in your top five investment destinations
Attractiveness of political risk mitigation products
Willingness to contract political risk mitigation products

More positive
Unchanged
More negative
Don’t know
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7. What is your company’s overall perception of the political risks in investing
in the following emerging markets?
Number of respondents, and percent

Afghanistan
Algeria
Argentina
Bangladesh
Brazil
China
Colombia
Congo, Dem. Rep.
Egypt, Arab Rep.
Ethiopia
Ghana
India
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Iraq
Kenya
Malaysia
Mexico
Morocco
Mozambique
Nepal
Nigeria

Very
high

High

1
20 %
3
14 %
5
12 %
1
8%
1
1%
7
3%
1
7%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
2
1%
0
0%
2
29 %
3
21 %
2
18 %
1
3%
1
1%
0
0%
3
23 %
0
0%
5
28 %

2
40 %
9
41 %
7
17 %
4
33 %
16
10 %
50
21 %
4
27 %
1
33 %
7
23 %
0
0%
2
20 %
33
16 %
6
18 %
4
57 %
8
57 %
2
18 %
4
10 %
8
11 %
5
21 %
3
23 %
0
0%
7
39 %

Moderate
2
40 %
8
36 %
16
39 %
5
42 %
77
47 %
121
51 %
5
33 %
1
33 %
19
61 %
1
50 %
2
20 %
94
46 %
19
58 %
1
14 %
2
14 %
5
45 %
18
46 %
32
45 %
11
46 %
1
8%
0
0%
5
28 %

Low
0
0%
2
9%
12
29 %
2
17 %
68
41 %
58
24 %
5
33 %
0
0%
5
16 %
1
50 %
6
60 %
72
35 %
8
24 %
0
0%
1
7%
2
18 %
15
38 %
28
39 %
8
33 %
6
46 %
0
0%
1
6%

Don’t know
0
0%
0
0%
1
2%
0
0%
2
1%
1
0%
0
0%
1
33 %
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
3
1%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
1
3%
2
3%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
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Total
5
100 %
22
100 %
41
100 %
12
100 %
164
100 %
237
100 %
15
100 %
3
100 %
31
100 %
2
100 %
10
100 %
204
100 %
33
100 %
7
100 %
14
100 %
11
100 %
39
100 %
71
100 %
24
100 %
13
100 %
0
100 %
18
100 %
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7. What is your company’s overall perception of the political risks in investing
in the following emerging markets? (cont’d)
Number of respondents, and percent
Very
high
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Romania
Russian Federation
South Africa
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Tanzania
Thailand
Turkey
Uganda
Ukraine
Uzbekistan
Venezuela, RB
Vietnam
Yemen, Rep.

72

|

2
22 %
0
0%
1
4%
3
4%
1
2%
5
3%
2
3%
2
20 %
0
0%
1
25 %
1
3%
0
0%
2
40 %
8
16 %
1
9%
3
23 %
1
2%
0
0%
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High
4
44 %
1
7%
4
15 %
3
4%
5
9%
74
45 %
15
22 %
1
10 %
2
67 %
0
0%
8
26 %
7
10 %
2
40 %
26
52 %
3
27 %
5
38 %
11
27 %
2
67 %

MIGA

Moderate
3
33 %
8
53 %
13
48 %
21
25 %
26
47 %
62
38 %
38
56 %
3
30 %
0
0%
2
50 %
17
55 %
32
46 %
1
20 %
11
22 %
7
64 %
3
23 %
17
41 %
1
33 %

Low
0
0%
5
33 %
8
30 %
56
66 %
23
42 %
23
14 %
12
18 %
3
30 %
0
0%
1
25 %
5
16 %
27
39 %
0
0%
5
10 %
0
0%
0
0%
10
24 %
0
0%

Don’t know
0
0%
1
7%
1
4%
2
2%
0
0%
1
1%
1
1%
1
10 %
1
33 %
0
0%
0
0%
3
4%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
2
15 %
2
5%
0
0%

Total
9
100 %
15
100 %
27
100 %
85
100 %
55
100 %
165
100 %
68
100 %
10
100 %
3
100 %
4
100 %
31
100 %
69
100 %
5
100 %
50
100 %
11
100 %
13
100 %
41
100 %
3
100 %

8. In your opinion, which types of political risk are of most concern to your
company when7.investing
inwhich
emerging
markets
atofpresent
and
in three years?
In your opinion,
types of political
risk are
most concern
to your
Percent of respondents
company when investing in emerging markets?

Other adverse regulatory changes
Restrictions on FDI outflows in home countries
Non-honoring of government guarantees
Breach of contract
Terrorism
War and civil disturbances
Expropriation
Transfer and convertibility restrictions
0

10

20

30

40

50

This year
Over the next three years
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9. Which of the following does your company use as a tool for political risk
mitigation? Select all that apply.*
Number of respondents

China
India
Russian Federation
Brazil
Poland
Mexico
Turkey
South Africa
Romania
Ukraine
Malaysia
Vietnam
Argentina
Indonesia
Thailand
Morocco
Egypt, Arab Rep.
Nigeria
Philippines
Peru
Ghana
Sri Lanka
Algeria
Colombia
Kenya
Mozambique
Venezuela, RB
Iraq
Uzbekistan
Pakistan
Bangladesh
Congo, Dem. Rep.
Tanzania
Afghanistan
Uganda
Ethiopia
Yemen, Rep.
Sudan
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Nepal

74
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Political risk
insurance

Credit default
swaps

Use of
third-party
consultants

31
15
28
17
6
7
4
3
5
7
4
5
4
4
3
2
3
4
2
0
2
1
4
1
2
1
1
2
1
0
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
0

35
26
34
23
16
10
14
7
7
7
5
3
7
2
2
0
2
2
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

84
60
53
41
20
13
14
17
21
14
8
9
8
7
8
9
4
6
4
4
2
3
1
4
2
2
1
0
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
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Engagement with
Engagement with
government in
local communities
host country

105
65
65
50
28
22
21
14
22
10
16
16
9
12
9
9
9
7
6
6
5
3
6
3
3
3
2
3
1
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0

72
60
46
43
22
21
14
20
14
13
16
14
12
10
13
6
6
6
5
4
3
3
3
5
1
2
1
0
3
0
2
0
1
0
1
2
1
1
0
0

Use of joint
venture or
alliance with
local company

Political/
economic risk
analysis

101
71
52
36
18
14
19
16
9
9
12
11
10
9
7
4
6
5
5
3
2
3
2
4
4
3
2
1
3
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

99
79
73
57
25
25
19
19
20
19
13
13
17
10
11
8
6
9
7
4
4
3
4
4
2
1
2
3
1
1
2
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0

9. Which of the following does your company use as a tool for political risk
mitigation? Select all that apply. (cont’d)
Number of respondents

China
India
Russian Federation
Brazil
Poland
Mexico
Turkey
South Africa
Romania
Ukraine
Malaysia
Vietnam
Argentina
Indonesia
Thailand
Morocco
Egypt, Arab Rep.
Nigeria
Philippines
Peru
Ghana
Sri Lanka
Algeria
Colombia
Kenya
Mozambique
Venezuela, RB
Iraq
Uzbekistan
Pakistan
Bangladesh
Congo, Dem. Rep.
Tanzania
Afghanistan
Uganda
Ethiopia
Yemen, Rep.
Sudan
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Nepal
*

Scenario
planning

Engagement with
non-governmental
organisations

Operational hedging
(setting up multiple
plants to spread risk)

85
58
58
58
30
26
16
16
16
12
10
9
12
9
9
8
3
6
4
5
3
2
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

29
31
17
22
12
17
4
7
6
7
6
7
2
5
3
2
5
1
3
2
4
3
3
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

34
23
24
23
9
12
5
4
6
2
3
2
5
4
5
2
3
1
2
4
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

Other,
*
please specify

2
4
3
3
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

We don’t use
any tools or products
to mitigate
political risk

Don’t know

13
8
7
6
5
3
4
5
3
2
1
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
7
6
6
4
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
0
5
1
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Other: Assured counterparty market participation, Export Guarantees, Franchising, Transfer Pricing, using international
player with more influence (e.g. EBRD) as co-investor.
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10. For which of the following types of political risk does your company use
political risk insurance? For each country, select all that apply.
Number of respondents
Transfer and
convertibility
restrictions
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Expropriation

War and civil disturbance

Terrorism

Breach of
contract

Non-honoring
of government
guarantees

China

16

10

3

4

22

17

Russian Federation

15

12

5

4

21

15

India

6

4

2

5

12

8

Brazil

6

4

4

2

10

7

Ukraine

5

5

5

1

4

3

Mexico

3

2

1

3

6

5

Egypt, Arab Rep.

3

2

3

3

2

2

Romania

3

3

1

0

3

5

Vietnam

2

2

3

1

4

2

Argentina

3

2

2

1

3

1

Indonesia

2

1

0

3

4

2

Thailand

2

1

2

2

3

2

Poland

5

0

1

0

4

1

Algeria

3

0

3

3

1

0

Malaysia

2

0

3

1

3

1

Ghana

2

1

2

2

1

1

Iraq

2

1

1

2

2

1

Morocco

2

1

1

1

2

1

Nigeria

2

1

0

1

4

0

Philippines

1

2

1

1

1

1

Sri Lanka

1

1

1

1

1

1

Afghanistan

1

0

3

1

0

0

Turkey

0

0

1

0

3

1

Kenya

1

0

2

1

0

0

South Africa

1

0

1

0

2

0

Uganda

1

1

1

0

1

0

Colombia

0

0

1

0

1

1

Mozambique

0

0

1

0

1

1

Congo, Dem. Rep.

0

0

1

0

0

1

Venezuela, RB

1

1

0

0

0

0

Uzbekistan

1

0

0

0

0

0

Bangladesh

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ethiopia

0

0

0

0

0

0

Iran, Islamic Rep.

0

0

0

0

0

0

Nepal

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pakistan

0

0

0

0

0

0

Peru

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sudan

0

0

0

0

0

0

Tanzania

0

0

0

0

0

0

Yemen, Rep.

0

0

0

0

0

0
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11. What are the primary reasons your company does not use tools or products to
mitigate political risks? Select all that apply.

11. What are the primary reasons your company does not use tools or products
to mitigate political risks? Select all that apply.
Percent of respondents

0

10

20

30

40

12. Moving forward, do you expect
13. In its foreign investments, does
your company to consider political
your company invest mostly as equity
13. In its foreign investments, does your company invest mostly as equity or as loans?
ing forward, do you expect
company to consider
risk insurance for
riskyourinsurance
forpolitical
its investments
or as loans?
its investments abroad?
Percent of respondents
abroad?
Percent of respondents

40 Yes
32 No
27 Don’t know

39 Equity
14 Loans
39 Both
8 Don’t know
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14. In its foreign investments, does your company typically take a majority stake or
does it invest in companies that are controlled by others?

14. In its foreign investments, does your company typically take a majority stake
or does it invest in companies that are controlled by others?
Percent of respondents

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

15. How would you rate your company’s capabilities in the following areas?
Percent of respondents

Excellent

Very
good

Good

Weak

Nonexistent

Don’t
know

Overall political risk assessment

11

27

45

13

2

2

Anticipating new political risks

6

22

46

22

2

2

Implementing existing political risk
mitigation strategies

7

19

47

18

5

4

Evaluating new political risk mitigation strategies

5

21

39

25

4

6

Assigning roles and responsibilities
for political risk management

6

21

37

23

7

6

16. How would you assess your company’s average financial performance relative
to its peers over the past three years?

16. How would you assess your company’s average financial performance relative
to its peers over the past three years?
Percent of respondents

Better
Same
Worse
Don’t know
0
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Annex 4 The MIGA-VCC Political Risk Survey in the BRICs
This survey of multinational enterprises headquartered in Brazil, the Russian Federation, India and China was carried
out by the Vale Columbia Center on Sustainable International Investment (VCC) between late June and late August
2009 with the assistance of four consultants. These were Sociedade Brasileira de Estudos de Empresas Transnacionais
e da Globalização Econômica (SOBEET) in Brazil; Qi Guoqiang, President, International Cooperation Journal, Ministry
of Commerce, in China; Premila Nazareth, an independent consultant in India; and Andrei Panibratov at the Graduate
School of Management, St. Petersburg State University in the Russian Federation.
Methodology
Initial lists of leading outward investors to be surveyed were put together by the consultants and were sent to MIGA
by the VCC on June 29, 2009. The sources of the lists varied by country. In Brazil, SOBEET drew upon its own work to
compile a list of 81 companies. (SOBEET carries out an annual survey of outward investors in Brazil and ranks them by a
transnationalization index.) In China, a list of 85 companies was compiled in two stages. In the first, the consultant drew
on the 50 largest overseas investors in the Ministry of Commerce database; in the second were added 35 participants
in a conference on Chinese overseas investment strategy organized by the Chinese Academy of International Trade and
Economic Cooperation (CAITEC). In India, the consultant drew upon two sources to compile a list of 42 companies. The
first 24 companies on the list came from the VCC-ISB 2009 ranking of India’s leading outward investors. The next 18
companies came from Grant Thornton’s annual listing of Indian firms’ overseas mergers and acquisitions. In the Russian
Federation, 45 companies with noticeable and relatively transparent international activity were selected from the Expert
RA rating agency’s list of the largest Russian companies by sales.
The response rate varied by country (table 1), with Brazil having the lowest response rate (28 percent) and India the
highest (55 percent). The response rate for the BRICs as a whole was 36 percent. In the case of India and the Russian
Federation, the number of individuals responding was the same as the number of companies (23 and 19), while both
Brazil and China had nine additional responses each, i.e., nine companies in each country returned two responses
(table 1).

1. Summary of BRIC companies surveyed and responding
Number of respondents

Countries

Companies
surveyed

Companies
responding

Company
response rate (%)

Individuals
responding

Companies with
more than one
respondent

Brazil

81

23

28

32

9

China

85

25

32

34

9

India

42

23

55

23

0

Russian Fed.

45

19

42

19

0

253

90

36

108

18

Total
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2. What are your company’s global annual revenues in dollars?
Percent of respondents
Countries
Less than
$500m

Between
$500m
and $1bn

Between
$1bn and
$5bn

Between
$5bn and
$10bn

Over
$10bn

Brazil

35

13

26

4

22

China

4

28

32

4

32

India

17

13

43

13

13

5

26

26

32

11

Russian Fed.

3. What is your company’s primary industry?
Percent of respondents
Countries
Primary

Manufacturing

Services

Brazil

9

48

43

China

16

48

36

India

4

74

22

21

37

42

Russian Fed.

4. In its foreign investments, does your company invest mostly as equity or as
loans?
Percent of respondents
Countries
Equity

80

|

Loans

Both

Don’t know

Brazil

35

4

61

0

China

12

12

76

0

India

39

4

57

0

Russian Fed.

68

5

16

11
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5. In its foreign investments, does your company typically take a majority stake
or does it invest in companies that are controlled by others?
Percent of respondents
Countries

Choice of stake in FDI
Majority

Minority

Both

Don’t know

Brazil

74

0

26

0

China

40

0

56

4

India

83

0

17

0

Russian Fed.

79

11

11

0

6. How would you assess your company’s average financial performance
relative to its peers over the past three years?
Percent of respondents
Countries

Financial performance compared to peers
Better

Same

Worse

Brazil

69

19

12

China

52

45

3

India

83

13

4

Russian Fed.

58

26

16

7. What are the five main emerging market destinations for your company’s
direct investments abroad today?

Top investment
destinations

*

Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Argentina

Russian Fed.

China

CIS*

Chile

Indonesia

Brazil

Kazakhstan

Angola

Nigeria

Middle East

Ukraine

Mexico

Pakistan

Africa

China

Venezuela RB

Angola

Russian Fed.

Other

Commonwealth of Independent States.
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8. In what five Emerging Markets does your company plan the highest level of
new investment over the next three years?
Countries

Top investment
destinations

Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Argentina

Russian Fed.

China

China

Mexico

Brazil

Brazil

Azerbaijan

Angola

Indonesia

Russian Fed.

Eastern Europe

Chile

Argentina

Middle East

n.a.

Peru

Vietnam

South Africa

n.a.

9. How do you expect your company’s planned investments abroad to change
this year compared with last year?
Percent of respondents
Investment plans

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Increase substantially (20% or more)

27

17

17

5

Increase moderately (less than 20%)

23

38

30

26

Stay unchanged

31

31

43

32

Decrease moderately (less than 20%)

4

10

0

26

Decrease substantially (20% or more)

12

3

4

5

Don’t know

4

0

4

5

10. How do you expect your company’s planned investments abroad to change
over the next three years compared with the previous three years?
Percent of respondents
Investment plans
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Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Increase substantially (20% or more)

36

33

35

11

Increase moderately (less than 20%)

36

42

39

26

Stay unchanged

20

12

9

37

Decrease moderately (less than 20%)

0

0

0

16

Decrease substantially (20% or more)

0

0

0

0

Don’t know

8

12

17

11
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11. For this year do you expect your company to shift its foreign investments
from emerging to developed markets, or vice versa?
Percent of respondents
Planned shifts

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

From emerging to developed markets

8

7

0

5

From developed to emerging markets

4

11

9

16

No shift

88

78

87

68

Don’t know

0

4

4

11

12. Over the next three years do you expect your company to shift its foreign
investments from emerging to developed markets, or vice versa?
Percent of respondents
Planned shifts

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

From emerging to developed markets

4

3

5

0

From developed to emerging markets

17

10

27

5

No shift

71

69

50

58

Don’t know

8

17

18

37

13. In your opinion, which five Emerging Markets are the riskiest to invest in
today?
Investor countries

Investment destinations in descending
order of riskiness

*

Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Venezuela RB

Iraq

Russian Fed.

CIS*

Bolivia

Zimbabwe

Iran,
Islamic Rep.

Kazakhstan

Argentina

Sudan

Sudan

Latin America

Russian Fed.

Korea
Dem. Rep.

Africa

Middle East

Ecuador

Indonesia

Pakistan

n.a.

Commonwealth of Independent States.
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14. In your opinion, which of the following factors will pose the greatest constraint on investment by your company in Emerging Markets this year? Select up
to three.
Percent of respondents
Constraints

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Limited market opportunities

38

68

39

5

Access to financing

13

6

39

47

Access to qualified staff

19

3

22

0

Infrastructure capacity

16

44

13

47

Macroeconomic instability

53

35

43

47

Political risk

78

47

43

63

Corruption

22

35

17

11

Increased government intervention

28

12

17

0

Other

3

0

13

0

Don’t know

0

0

4

79

15. In your opinion, which of the following factors will pose the greatest constraint on investment by your company in Emerging Markets over the next three
years? Select up to three.
Percent of respondents
Constraints

Countries
Brazil

84

|

China

India

Russian Fed.

Limited market opportunities

34

44

30

5

Access to financing

13

9

30

42

Access to qualified staff

41

6

30

5

Infrastructure capacity

38

56

13

21

Macroeconomic instability

44

24

39

47

Political risk

69

68

52

42

Corruption

19

35

39

0

Increased government intervention

13

26

22

0

Other

9

0

9

0

Don’t know

0

0

4

116
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16. In your opinion, which types of political risk are of most concern to your
company when investing in Emerging Markets this year? Select up to three.
Percent of respondents
Political risk of most concern

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Transfer and convertibility restrictions

56

53

61

5

Expropriation

31

29

9

42

War and civil disturbance

22

65

35

37

Terrorism

6

50

30

5

Breach of contract

59

26

39

95

Non-honoring of government guarantees

56

38

35

58

Restrictions on FDI outflows in home country

16

9

13

0

Other adverse regulatory changes

22

24

48

5

17. In your opinion, which types of political risk are of most concern to your
company when investing in Emerging Markets over the next three years? Select
up to three.
Percent of respondents
Political risk of most concern

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Transfer and convertibility restrictions

53

47

57

21

Expropriation

31

32

9

16

War and civil disturbance

28

47

35

11

3

59

39

0

Breach of contract

63

21

35

79

Non-honoring of government guarantees

56

32

35

37

Restrictions on FDI outflows in home country

19

6

17

5

Other adverse regulatory changes

22

24

43

11

Terrorism
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18. How has the current global financial and economic crisis affected your
company’s view of the following item?
Percent of respondents
Country

Perception of risks
More
positive

Unchanged

More
negative

Brazil

0

53

47

0

China

29

68

0

3

Don’t know

India

0

61

30

9

Russian Fed.

0

63

37

0

19. How has the current global financial and economic crisis affected your
company’s view of the following item?
Percent of respondents
Country

Attractiveness of risk mitigation products
More
positive

Unchanged

More
negative

Don’t know

Brazil

22

53

13

13

China

44

47

3

6

India

13

61

4

22

Russian Fed.

21

63

5

11

20. How has the current global financial and economic crisis affected your
company’s view of the following item?
Percent of respondents
Country

Willingness to contract risk mitigation products
More
positive

86

|

Unchanged

More
negative

Don’t know

Brazil

38

59

0

3

China

59

38

0

3

India

18

64

5

14

Russian Fed.

26

53

5

16
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21. Which of the following does your company use as a tool for political
risk mitigation? Select all that apply for your top five Emerging Market destinations.
Percent of respondents
Risk mitigation tool

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Political risk insurance

6

12

17

53

Credit default swaps

9

0

4

0

Use of third-party consultants

31

12

43

0

Engagement with host government

44

24

52

68

Engagement with local communities

25

3

39

5

Joint venture/alliance with local company

50

38

65

5

Political/economic risk analysis

47

56

43

26

Scenario planning

50

15

35

0

Engagement with NGOs

16

0

13

0

Operational hedging

3

9

17

11

Other

9

0

4

0

None

9

18

13

0

Don’t know

0

3

0

5

22. For which of the following types of political risk does your company use
political risk insurance in your top five Emerging Market destinations? For
each country, select all that apply.
Percent of respondents
Risk covered by insurance

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Transfer and convertibility restrictions

9

12

17

0

Expropriation

6

12

9

5

War and civil disturbance

3

6

0

11

Terrorism

3

6

0

0

Breach of contract

9

6

4

53

Non-honoring of government guarantees

6

0

13

5

Restrictions on FDI outflows in home country

3

0

4

0

Other adverse regulatory changes

3

0

9

11
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23. What are the primary reasons your company does not use tools or products
to mitigate political risks? Select all that apply.
Percent of respondents
Reason for not mitigating political risk

Countries
Brazil

China

India

Russian Fed.

Low level of political risk

41

38

48

16

Lack of appropriate tools and products

50

59

39

42

Cost of tools and products

31

12

13

11

Cumbersome contracting process

22

6

9

11

Unaware of tools and products

31

29

35

11

Other

6

0

4

0

Don’t know

3

0

9

16

24. Moving forward, do you expect your company to consider political risk
insurance for its investments abroad?
Percent of respondents
Countries

88

|

Yes

No

Brazil

35

27

38

China

79

14

7

India

65

4

30

Russian Fed.

32

37

32
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Don’t know

Annex 5 FDI and Political Risk: A Review of the Academic Literature
Research findings are mixed when looking at the link between political risk and FDI. Early studies on the association
between FDI and political risk (e.g. Kobrin 1979) found the effects of political instability on different measures of FDI
to be inconsistent. Subsequent econometric studies continued to produce mixed findings. A stream of studies showed
that political risk is negatively correlated with the flow of FDI (Schneider and Frey 1985, Lim 2001, Nonnenberg and
Cardoso 2004, Busse and Hefeker 2005). In these studies, political risk typically featured as one of several determinants
of the location of FDI. Nigh (1985), analyzing 24 countries over 21 years, found that both inter-nation and intra-nation
conflict and cooperation negatively affected manufacturing FDI flows by U.S. firms. In a cross-sectional analysis of FDI
flows to 36 countries for 1977 and 1982, Loree and Guisinger (1995) found that political stability significantly promoted
FDI inflows in 1982, but not in 1977. Using data from all reported manufacturing plant openings from 1984 to 1987,
Woodward and Rolfe (1993) found that political stability increases the probability of a country being selected as an
investment location. Li (2005) looked at how different forms of political violence affect FDI for a large group of countries,
and found that the impact on FDI is very much determined by whether political violence is anticipated or not, with unanticipated events having a strong negative effect on FDI. Finally Meon and Sekkat (2008) raised the issue that the sensitivity of foreign investors to political risk in a particular country depends on the amount of capital available for investment
at a given point in time; when FDI is booming, investors are less sensitive to political risk.
Another set of studies have found political risk not to be a significant determinant of FDI. For example, Fatehi-Sedeh and
Safizadeh (1989) did not find a statistical association between political stability and FDI. Olibe and Crumbley (1997) did
not find consistent evidence that an index of political risk influences U.S. FDI flows to 10 out of 13 OPEC countries. Li
and Resnick (2003) found that political instability does not have a statistically significant effect on FDI, yet “regime durability” encourages such investment. Wheeler and Mody (1992) reported that political risk had little importance in United
States MNE location decisions. Similar results were reported by Asiedu (2002) and Bevan and Estrin (2000) on different
subgroups of countries. More recently, in a pooled analysis of 52 developing countries between 1982 and 1995, Sethi,
Guisinger, Phelan and Berg (2003) found that political instability, measured by a composite variable on a 100-point scale,
did not influence U.S. FDI flows to 28 countries between 1981 and 2000. Globerman and Shapiro (2003) found that an
index of political instability and violence, including armed conflict, social unrest, terrorist threats etc., did not influence
the probability of a country receiving any FDI, but reduced the amount of FDI a country actually received. Bevan and
Estrin (2004) found political risk in a host country not to be a significant determinant of FDI for transition economies.
While a degree of ambiguity exists when it comes to the relationship between political risk variables and FDI based on
econometric studies, findings based on surveys unequivocally support the view that MNEs do take into account political
risk in their investment decisions. Early studies (e.g., Aharoni, 1966, Bass, McGreggor and Walters, 1977) showed that
both political risk and political stability featured prominently in investment decisions. Porcano (1993) found that the
political climate of a host country consistently ranked above 3 on a 5-point importance scale in a survey of Canadian,
United Kingdom and Japanese firms across 36 industries.
In recent years there has been growing evidence that political risk not only features in investment decisions, but is also
moving towards the top of corporate agendas, as reflected in various business surveys. An Economist Intelligence Unit
survey of 602 investors conducted in 2007 found that companies expected political risk to become a much greater
problem for investments in the future than in the recent past, especially in emerging markets (World Investment
Prospects to 2011, 2007). A survey by Ernst & Young identified political risk as the main investment constraint for companies based in developed countries (Ernst & Young, 2007). A report from Lloyd’s, in cooperation with the Economist
Intelligence Unit, found that global businesses were becoming more concerned about risks from political violence. More
than one third of 154 survey takers said that they were avoiding overseas investments for fear of political violence (Lloyd’s
(2007)). A report by Grant Thornton (2008) based on survey evidence found political and economic stability to be of
equal importance with market size and growth potential when determining the location of FDI. A survey by Atradius and
EIU (2008) found that political instability tops the list of government or bureaucratic obstacles in emerging markets.
Finally, the Economist Intelligence Unit’s Business Environment Rankings (BER) model, which seeks to measure the
attractiveness of a country’s business environment based on the relative weight of multiple criteria used by companies
in their investment decision, found that only policy directed explicitly at FDI and the total BER score (which captures the
fact that many of the BER components have a complementary effect) appear to have a more powerful influence on FDI
than political risk, compared with all other determinants.
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Annex 6 Berne Union, Lloyds Syndicate and Prague Club Members

Berne Union members
Public
Company

Economy

Private
Year joined

Company

Economy

Year joined

ASEI

Indonesia

1999

ATRADIUS*

Netherlands

1953

ASHRA

Israel

1958

CGIC

South Africa

1958

CESCE

Spain

1972

CHARTIS

United States

1999

ECGC

India

1957

CHUBB

United States

2004

ECGD

United Kingdom

1934

COFACE*

France

1948

ECIC SA

South Africa

2004

COSEC*

Portugal

1977

EFIC

Australia

1957

CREDSURE

Zimbabwe

1983

EGAP

Czech Republic

1996

ECICS

Singapore

1979

EKF

Denmark

1997

EH GERMANY*

Germany

1953

EKN

Sweden

1947

FCIA

United States

1963

EXIMBANKA SR

Slovak Republic

2004

HISCOX

United Kingdom

2008

EXIM J

Jamaica

1983

OEKB*

Austria

1955

FINNVERA

Finland

1964

PWC*

Germany

1974

GIEK

1951

SBCE*

Brazil

2001

1969

SOVEREIGN

Bermuda

2001

KEIC

Norway
Hong Kong SAR,
China
Korea, Rep. of

1977

ZURICH

United States

2001

KUKE

Poland

1997

MEHIB

Hungary

1998

MEXIM

Malaysia

1985

NEXI

Japan

1970

ONDD

Belgium

1954

ACE Global Markets

Hiscox

OPIC

United States

1974

Amlin

Kiln

SACE

Italy

1959

Ark

Liberty Syn Mgmt

SERV

Switzerland

1956

Ascot

Limit

SID

Slovenia

1998

Beazley

MAP

SINOSURE

China

1996

C.V. Starr

Marketform

SLECIC

Sri Lanka

1984

Catlin

Novae

TEBC

Taiwan, China

1996

Chaucer

Talbot

THAI EXIMBANK

Thailand

2003

Hardy

QBE

TURK EXIMBANK

Turkey

1992

US EXIMBANK

United States

1962

HKEC

Lloyds Syndicate members

Multilateral
Company

90
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Economy

Year joined

ICIEC

Multilateral

2007

MIGA

Multilateral

1992
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*

Medium/long term export credit insurance and/or
investment insurance provided on account of the state.

Annex 6 Berne Union, Lloyds Syndicate and Prague Club Members (cont’d)

Prague Club members*
Public
Company

Country

Private
Year joined

AOFI

Serbia

2007

BAEZ

Bulgaria

1997

BECI

Botswana

2005

ECGA

Oman

2000

Company
LCI

Country
Lebanon

Year joined
2009

Multilateral
Company
ATI

Country

Year joined

Multilateral

2002

ECGE

Egypt, Arab Rep.

2003

DHAMAN

Multilateral

2000

ECIC SA

South Africa

2002

ICIEC

Multilateral

2001

ECIE

United Arab
Emirates

2009

EGAP

Czech Rep.

1993

EGFI

Iran, Islamic
Rep.

1999

EXIM R

Romania

1993

EXIMBANKA SR

Slovak Rep.

1993

EXIMGARANT

Belarus

1999

HBOR

Croatia

1997

IGA

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

1999

JLGC

Jordan

2001

KECIC

Kazakhstan

2004

KREDEX

Estonia

1999

KUKE

Poland

1993

MBDP

Macedonia, FYR

1999

MEHIB

Hungary

1993

NAIFE

Sudan

2007

PHILEXIM

Philippines

1997

SEP

Saudi Arabia

2000

SID

Slovenia

1993

THAI EXIMBANK Thailand

1997

UKREXIMBANK

Ukraine

2008

UZBEKINVEST

Uzbekistan

1996

VNESHECO
NOMBANK

Russian Fed.

2008

* Not all members are providers of investment PRI.
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Annex 7 Selected Factors Affecting Pricing in the PRI Industry
Country Risk: Insurers usually define a base price for host countries based on risk, reflecting macroeconomic, social,
political, institutional, governance and geopolitical factors.
Insurance and reinsurance capacity: The aggregate exposure to a country influences the pricing of new policies, especially when country capacity limits are being reached. High PRI demand usually translates into increased prices; the
industry’s capacity for a country is inversely related to perceptions of country risk.
Industry/Sector: Within a country, the price of PRI can vary significantly across industries based on risk perceptions.
Projects that depend on government actions or guarantees tend to be perceived as higher risk as in the case of projects
involving natural resources.
Claims/Loss Experience: Elevated claims levels result in higher prices, especially in the short term.
Profile of the Insured: The likelihood of claims can be influenced by the actions of the insured, such as its stance on
security, its ability to deal with host governments, its conformity with laws and its engagement with local communities.
The nationality of the investor can also affect the likelihood of problems materializing.
Project Development Benefits: Projects with positive developmental impacts are considered less risky than others; environmental and social issues can lead to negative reactions in host countries.
Coverage Required: The types of perils and the number of risks covered influences the price.
Tenor of the Policy: Prices increase with the length of the insurance commitment.
Portfolio Commitments: Insurers are always wary of the potential for adverse selection (where coverage is sought only
for the riskiest countries) in PRI. Therefore, they may be willing to offer more competitive prices when insuring a whole
diversified corporate portfolio of investments in different countries.
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